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THE QADIANI PROBLEM
In January 1953, thirty-three leading 1:riama,
of Pakistan representing the -various schools of
the among Muslim.s assembled in Karachi and
formulated their amendments And proposals in
regard to the recent constitutional recommendations
of the B.P.C. Out of these an important proposal
is to the effect that the followers of Mina Ghlilam
Ahrnad Qadiani should he declared to constitute a
minority, separate from the Muslims, and a seat
in the Central Assembly should he reserved for them
from the quota of the Punjab.
So far as Mama's other amendments ind
proposals are concerned, they are obviously Bo
sound and roasouable that none, not eVert those
who oppose Mama just for the sake of opposition,
dared to say a word against them and even if
ally forlorn voice WM raised here or there it was
no more than an outcome of frustration and
defeatism and thert-Sor it failed to create any
impression on the minds of the intaigentsia.
But the case of their proposal in regard to the
Qadianis is a little different. In spite of the fact
that the proposal put forth by the Mania is the
best 8olution of the problem, a considerable section
Et.tuoug the intelligentsia has failed to appreciate
its soandn.es. Not only this. Even the mimes_
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except those of Punjab and Babawalpur—have
failed to realize fully the gravity of the problem
and the soundness of the proposal. Thi8 le
particularly true in the case of the rases of East
Bengal.
We, therefore, propose to elucidate fully the
arguments and reasons which led the Ulama Co
adopt the above proposal with complete unanimity
of opinion.
Queer interpretation of Khatni - e-Nabuwwat
The first basic factor which completely alienates
Qadianis from Muslims is their queer interpretation
of the term Khatam-tin-Nabilicen as against the .
obviusanderlycptineaof
the tarn].
During the entire course of the hist thirteen
and a half centuries, Muslims have always believed,
and s o they do today, that Prophet Muhammad
(peace be upon him) is the. last messenger of God
and that there can be iio prophet after him. Tbia
i.19 what the Companions of the . Holy Prophet
tinderstond by the term Khcitans-un-Nabiyeen. as
enunciated in the Holy uran ; and it was co
account of this rnshakahle belief that they waged
war against anybody who claimed to be a. prophet.
It has continued in all succeeding ages to be
the univereally accepted meaning .of Khagant-un.obiyeen." and the Ummat n ever spared anybody
who c.ame up as a claimant to prophethoodi It is
Qadianis. alone who have, for the •firtl.t tine ill
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the Muslim history, come forward with a novel
interpretation of the term Kliataim-un.-Arabisfeen.
According to them, it means that the Holy Prophet
is the seal of propherthood i i,e. t he is the seal for
sAathentioatin
flub$equent propliethoods, The
Qadiani literature abounds in such coritentioas,
Suffice ib here to quota only three passages ;
"Referring to Khatant-im-Nabiyeen, Ilazrat
Mash-i-Nanood (alaihissalam) said that it
(only) means that nobody's propliethood 'could
be deemed to be authentic unless it bears his
(Muhammad's) seal. just as a document
becomes authentic only when it has been duly .
seald,imrynophetdisgun
unless it has been attested by and bears the
seal of the Holy Prophet (Muhammad)",
(Marlfuzat-i-Ahmadia, Vol. V, p. 290 edited by
MaTizzor
"We never deny that the Holy Prophet is
Khralatn iini N abiyeen.
But lagitam does not
mean what the "mi,i,jority" of the Muslims
understand it to be and which itT derogatory to
the highly elevated position and dignity of the
Holy Prophet inasmuch.. as it. is unthinkable
that he should have deprived 110 followers of
such a great. blessing as that of prophethood.
it (only) rnes.ns that the Holy Prophet • is the
seal of the prophets. Now he alone can become
a prophet who is certified b him (31uhamins4)
to be so. It is in this v i- s e1-10-. that we
-

-
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believe in Muhammad (God's peace be upon
him) being Khatarn-wn-Nabiyeen."Frazi, Sep.
22, 1939).
"KhataTri means seal. Now — ho; can the
Holy Prophet he a seal if there is to be no
• prophet of and kind among his followers and
where that seal is to be Fl e 3 ?" (A1-Fazi,
May 22, 1939),
This difference in the interpretation of the term
achatam-wii-Nabiyeen did not remain a mere
amiemic issue as regards the interpretation of a
particular term. The Qadianis came forward with
an open and unequivocal declaration that not one
but thousands of prophets court acme after the
Holy Prophet. The follo .wing quotations will bear
this out :
"It is as clear as daylight that the door of
propliethood is open even after the Holy
Prophet". (Haqi9at-un-Nauvvat,
p. 228, by
Mirza Befshir-uti-Din Maintsd).
"They (the Iluslim.0 think that the treasures
of God have run out-. ....,-They say so bevause
they do not comprehend the attributes of God.
Otherwise what to say of one, I say thousands
of prophets will come". (Anwar-i-Khitafat, pa 62
by Mirza Bcalar-wel-Din. Mahmud).
"If anybody puts. ray neck between two swords
and asks me to declare that no prophet earl
come, after IlifulianrirElarl (peace be on him), 1
will say, *You are a dirty liar'. There can
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come numerous other prophets after the Holy
Prophet Muhamraad and certainly BO" .
(Antar i Khilafat i pa 65).
-

-

Mina Chulam Monad's Cain] to Prophethood
Thus Mirza Ghulam Ahmad, having opened
the door of prophethood, paved the way for his
own prophetbood and then declared that he was a
prophet. The Qadiania accepted him as a prophet
in the real sense 'of the term. To illustrate wfl
reproduce below a few out. of the innumerable
passages to this effect from authoritative Qadiani
literature
And Hazrat Mapih-i.Mannoil (Mirza Ghulam
Ahroad) has .himself stated in his books in very
clear terms, his claim of prophethood. For
instance., he says, 'I do claim that I am a
prophet and an apostle." (Badr, March 5,
1908),

"Then he says, auk a prophet under a divine
decree. I shall be a sinner if I disclaim
And when God calls me a prophet, how can I
deny it ? I would stick to it to my last
breath'. (See the letter of $a cat MasihiMauood to the Editor, AkhkEr-i.Arn.). This
letter of Ffazrat Masib-i-Manood was written
only three days before his death, that is on
May 23,1909 and published in the Akhbar-i-Am.
dated the May 26th, 1908".. (Kalimaf ul Fa87
by Silhibuida Bashir Ahrnad, publidoci in. The
ReVieleref Beli9loro, No 3, Vol, A17,, p. 110).
-

-
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"Therefore, according to the recognized
interpretatkIn of the word sprophet' held by
the ISLAMIC SHARIAT, Bazrat Sahib (Mina
.0hulam Ahinad) i8 a real and not a symbolic
prophet". (Haqi-qoai-ult-Nabuvvat i p. 147 by
Mina Bashir-ui-Din a1 mud Anita).
Consequences of Claim for Prophethood

The inevibable implicatio'n of a claim to
prophethood is that any one who does not accept
him as such automatically becomes a KAFIR
(infidel) ; and as a matter of fact the Qadianis did
exactly that said openly declared through their
writings and speeches that those who do not believe
in the prophethood of ktirza GhuIam Abroad are
Kafir& Sonie cif the quotations relevant from
their writings and speeches are given below to
substantiate the point ;
"All Muslims who do not come under the
Baiat of Hazrat Masih-i.Mauood (Mirza Ghulam
Ahmad) are Irafirs and outside the pale of
Islam even though they might never have
heard of bim".. Gina-s-aadagat, p. 35 by Mirza
Bashir-ud-Din Mahmud Alma),
"Every such person who believes in Moses but
does not helipve in Jeli1116 or believes in Jesus
but does not believe in Muhammad or believes
in Muhammad but does not believe in
Masik-i.Mauood is not only Kafir (infidel) bat
a confirmed Kafir and is outside the pale of
Islam". (Ealimat-ul.Fcmi by Afirza
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Alma, published in Review of
Vol, XIV, p 110).

No. 3,

"As we believe the Mimi, Sahib to be a prophet
and non-Ahniadis do not believe him to be a
prophet, so they are Irafir,5r according to the
Quranic teaching that the repudiation of even
one of the prophets is KO". (Staietnen4 of
Nina Bashir-ud.Din litah.Thud Ahmad in. the
art of a Sub-Judge of 020-das_pur, vide 241 - Pc.rzl,
26/29 June, 1922).
Religion of Qadianis is opposed to Islam

The Qadianis contend that the prophethood of
Mirzm Ghulam Abma.d is not the only issue on
which they funclameutally differ from Muslims.
They al6o hold that their God, their Islam, their
Quran, their fasts, in fact everything of theirs is
different from that of the Muslims. In his speech
published is Al - Faz1 dated August 21, 191'7 under
the caption "Advice to Students", Kirzad •Bashir.
ud-Din Mahmud Ahmad told the Qadisni students
"Hazrat
,sill
anood declared that
their (Muslims') Islam is other than that of
our . Their God is different from our God.
Our pilgrimage (too) in different from their
pilgrimage, In the same canner we differ
from tai em in each and everything".
In another speech, published in A1-Fazi dated
July 30, !931, Mirza Bashir-ud-Din Mahmud Ahmad
referred to a controversy which had arisen during
the Lifetime of Mirza Ghularn Ahmad whether the
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Ahmadis Should or should not start a separate
institution for teaching theology. One group was.
of the opinion that they should not, because "we
differ from other lifiaslitas in regard to a few
doctrines and these have been solved by Eazrat
Masih-i-Mauood and he has also given his aro,
ments therefor. As for the remaining things they
could be learnt in other non-Ahmadi institutions".
The other group held the opposite view. In the
meanwhile Mims. Gbulam Ahmad himself happened
to reach the scene and after hearing the case he
gave his own verdict which has been quoted by
the Khalifa in the following words
"It is wrong to say that our differences
with others are confined to the theory of the
death of Messiah or to a few other doctrines
only. Be (Mirza Ghulam Ahmad) explained
in detail how we differ from others in regard to
the conception of Allah, of the Holy Prophet,
of the CAI:Iran, of Prayers, of Fast, of Ha] and
of Zakat ; in short how we differ from them on
everything".

Implications of New Religion
Again, this all-pervading difference was carried
to its extreme logical results by the Qadianis them+
selves who severed all ties with Muslims and organised themselves collectively are a Separate r tre at.
The following evidences from Qadiani literature
will bear this out ;

a
"Hazrat Masih-i-krauood has strictly forbidden Ahmadis to offer prayers behind a nonAhriadi, People from outside ask me this
question repeatedly, I day, as many times as
you put me this question my reply would be
the same i.e., it iB not permissible to offer prayers behind a non-Ahmadi. It is not permissible ; (and I. reiterate) it is 11 of permissible".
(Antear-i-Khaafat by Mirza Bashir-vid-Din
Mahmud Ahmad, Khalifa of Qadian, F. 89).
"It is obligatory on us to consider nonAhmadis as non-Muslims and to offer prayers
behind them because we consider them to be
the repudiators of one of the prophets of
Allah". (Anwar-ii ailiat i p. 90).
"If a child of a non.Ahmadi dies, why
should we not join his funeral prayer : after all,
he was not a repudiator of Masih-i-Manood
Now I ask the questioner : if that is so, why
not offer funeral prayers for the children of
Hindus and Christians ? The child of
a non.Ahmadi is also non-Ahmacli and therefore we should not offer funeral prayers even
for him". (Anwar-i-Xhiifat, p. 93).
"rfazrat Masih.i-Mauood has expressed
strong resentment against an Ahmadi who
give his daughter in marriage to a non-Alia:midi.
A certain person repeatedly asked for permission in this behalf stating the pressure or
circumstances that compelled him to as so,

but he (Mirza Cibulam Ahmail) refused with
the remark 'better let your daughter remain
unmarried than give her in marriage to a nonAhmadii. After his (Mirza GhuIam Ahmad's)
death, when that same person married his
daughter to a tron-Ahmadi, the first caliph
removed him from the imomai of Ahmadig,
expelled him from the Ahmadi community and
never, during his six years' regime of Qaliphate, did he forgive him despite repeated
tiemonstration of repentance on his part".
(Anwar-i-Khliafat, pp. 93-M.
"Hazrat Maeih-i-Mauood ha.s allo‘ved the
same treatment in respect of nou-Ahmadis as
had been zneted out to the Christians by the
Holy Prophet. Onr prayers have been separated from those of noniAhmadis ; we have •been
forbidden to give our daughters in marriage to
them ; we cannot offer funeral prayers for
their dead. What else now remains common
between them and us ? There are only two
kinds of ties—religious and worldly. Common
worship is the chief means of maintaining the
religious tie and matrimony that of maintaining the worldly one. And both of these have
been declared Hig f a Me for us. If you ask me,
why, then, have we been permitted to take
their daughters in - marriage, my reply would
be that we have been allowed to take the
daughters of Christians as well. If you further ask me, why, then, do we say Satan& to
non•Ahmadis, I would reply that the Prophet
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himself at times used to say &g am even. to the
Jews". (Kalimat-ui-.Fazi,
by . Mina Baahir
Ahma.d, 'Reuiew
Retigione', Va, XI V, Nos.
3.4, p. 169).
Question Ie it permissible to say, on the

death of a non-Ahmadi, 'May Cod admit the deceased into paradise ?"
Anotvr ; The Kuiff (heresy) of the nonAhmadis is an established fact.. And
it is unlawful to pray for the salvation
of Kafirs.
P14. 1921).
This cutting of ties is not merely of an academic nature confined to speeches aid writings. It
has been translated into Fiction, and millions of
people in EPakistan are witness to its practical
demonstrations to the effect that Qa.dianis have, as
a matter of fact, severed religious and social re-.
lotions with the Muslims and havestrganised themselves into a separate and distinct Ummat.
The position being what it is, what reason on
earth could there he to thrust Qadiarnis upon .
Muslims and forcibly tie them with the Muslim
Community ? Why should not the fact of their
reparation be constitutionally recognised which has
been there, in theory as well ac in practice, for the
last 50 years or so ?
In fact, the. Qadiani movement has conclusively
demonstrated the wisdom behind the •doctrine of
the Finality of Propliethood. Before the advent
of this movement, it was rather difficult for the
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Muslims of this age to appreciate why prophethood should have been brought to a close after
Muhammad (God's peace be upon him) ; but the
Qadiani movement has fully established that it is
in fact greatest blessing of Allah upon the Muslims
that He has united them under the banner of the
prophethood of Muhammad (peace be on him), and
haa saved them pernianently from disintegration.
If the door of prophethood bad been left open,
`prophet after prophet would have arisen from
amongst the Muslims and disintegrated them into
innumerable Umimates Now, if we are willing to
take a )esson from this experience and cut of' this
at of the Qaclianis from the Muslims, nu
new
one will dare to come forward with the claim of
prophethood and attempt at dividing the Muslims.
In case we connive at this act of distintegration
now, we will be guilty of encouraging others to
make similar ventures tomorrow and thus expose
ourselves to a gradual annihilation. This is how
the toleration of today will serve as a precedent
for tomorrow and the Muslim society will have to
face many disruptive movements of the same
type.
Demand for Declaring
Minority

Qadianit as a Separate

This is the main argument for the demand
that the Qadiania be declared a separate minority
quite apart. from the Mustims. No -ne., Bo far, has
come forward with a convincing argument against
thi. , Some irrelevant oNections and excuses have,
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however, been raised from time to time to divert
the attention of the people from the real issue.
For example
(1) It is said that there have always been
among the different sect ions of Muslims natural
accusations of heresy and this i$ so even in the
present ease. If this proees of rejecting of different
schools' of thought from the Umni.a.t is to go on like
that, the Muslim society itself will cease to exist.
In this connection it is further argued that there
are a number of other sects too that. differ farad ,mentoil from the Muslim majority in regard to
their respective creeds and have set up their
8000.1 organisiLtions, quite apart from the Muslims
and hare, like the Qadia.nis, cut off all their religious
and social relations with them. Should they also
be declared separate minorities ? Or is this demand
con fined to the Qadianis alone ? After all what
wrong have the Qadianis done to the exclusicm of
others that they alone should be made the target ?
(2) Another objection which has been raised
in this connection is that it is rather strange that
the majority should be pressing for its separation
from the minority in the face of the later }s
position.. Why not leave - it to the minority to
come up with this demand if it needs any protection against the majority.
() There are still others who are of the opinion
that Qadlianis have. rendered meritorious services in
the defence of Islam against the Christians and the
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Arya Samajists in the initial stages of their move.
plea and they are even now propagating Islam
throughout the world. They therefore, do not
deserve the harsh treatraent which, is being meted
out. to therm
(4) Lastly, we haVe recently come to learn
that in the opinion of those at the helm of national
affairs, such a step against the Qadianis is likely to
prove detrimental to the be8ti interests of 'our
country. Their contention is that the Qadiani
Foreign Minister wields such a great personal
influence in England and America that it is through
his good oflices that we could, if at all, benefit from
these countries.
Behaviour of Persons in Power
Let us now analyse and consider these issues
one by one. I take up the last 0110 first on account
of its brevity.

If this, in fact, is the line of argument adopter]
by those in power today, the sooner the country is
regnued from the leadership of JE4 ueii fools the better.
If they think that the destiny of this country is
tied t.0 the tai 1 of some particular individual or of a
group of persons in the present cabinet, they are not
t ali worthy of being at the helm of airs of this
country even for a single moment. Do they think
that the people of other countries like America and
England assess the iraportancte of a. country in term
of whether or not she happens to have a certain
person as its Foreign Minister ? Do they not realise
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the importance of Pakistan on account of its SO
million peop:e, its vast resources, and its strategic
position # I$ it thinkable that as soon as the present
Qadiaui Foreign Minister is removed from office,
England and America would be so offended that
their re'ations with Pakistan would be strained and
they will stop all aid or assistance that they would
otherwise give to this country 1
The fact is that the Qadiani Foreign Minister
owes his importance not to his personal ability but
to the fact that he is the Foreign Minister of an
important country like 'Pakistan'. It is Dot Pakistan
which has gained in importance becauft of Sir
Zafarnitah Khan, but the latter who has risen to
this eminence because of his being the Foreign
Minister of Pakistan.
Now we proceed to the rest. of the objections
one by one Lot us start with the first one.
Practice of Heresy among Muslims
There can of course, be no denying the feet
that Muslim Society has been a victim to the disease
of mutual accusations of heresy among the various
sects and that even now there are some that indulge
in this unpropitious oecul. pation. But. this can in no
case, as will be • explained presently, provide an
excuse for keeping the Qadianis forcibly tied to c•ur
Muslim Society.
Firstly, the misuse of the epithet of heretic in
oertain cases cannot justify the coriciugictna that all
verdicts of heresy must necessarily be wrong and
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that nobody should, in any wise whatsoever, be
declared a Ea fir, howaoever flagrantly opposed. to
Ialam his views may be. Just as it is wrong to dab
anybody as Kafir simply because he happens to
have certain difference's on some minor issues not
affecting the . fundamentals of IBIani, it, would be
equally wrong to continue to consider a perem
Muslim even though he may flagrantly repudiate
the very fundamental principles and tenets of Islam.
Ao for those who seem to hold that because there
are to be found instances of the unwarranted
applization of the epithet or heresy, this epithet
should be altogether abandoned, one would ask
whether they really mean to say that even if somebody claims divinity or prophethood or openly
repudiates the • very fundamentals of Islam, he
should despite all that deserve to remain a Musliml
Secondly, it would be remembered that leading
Inama of those very schools of thought among Muslims whose so called mutual accusations of heresy
are being so much trumpeted and put forth as an
argument in connection with the Qadiani 5110,
assembled in Karachi in the recent past and by
complete unanimity of opinion, formulated the
basic princifkles of Islamie State. Obviously
enough they did consider one another as Muslim or
else how could they sit together and accomplish
what they did with complete unanimity of opinion
amongst themselves? What more proof could be
needed to establish that, even though certain beliefs
held by one group may be heretical in the opinion

of another, they do not consider or hold one
another as outside the pale of Islam. Therefore it
is quite fantastic to say that the excommunication
of Qadianis would be followed by a series of expulsions, from the unintai, of a number or groups.
Thirdly, the Qadiani %Ellie is altogether of a
different charater from that of the mutual accusation of heresy among the various seas. The
Qaidianis have established a new prophethood
which inevitably divides the believers and nonbelievers into separate ummaim. That is why the
Qadianis are unanimo•s in their verdict of knfr
against all Muslimn and all the Mu.slims are unanimous in their verdict of kittfr against QaclianiR.
Obviot8ly this is a differerme of an obsolutely
fundamental nature, which cannot be placed on the
same footing as that of the mutual difference's
amongst Muslims in regard to minor issues.
Other Sects of Muslims
It is also a fact that besides the Qadianis, there
are other sects toowho differ from the majority of
the Muslims in regard to soma of the fundamentals
of Islam, and that they have cut of religious and
u oeial relations with them and organised themselves
into separate vonitnunities. But their. ease is altoge.
ther different from that Ed the Qadianis. They havo
merely isolated themselves from the general body of
Muslims; they are like s:nall rocks 19Cattered on the
borderline. Their existence.. therefore, can be to-
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lerated. But the Qadian.4 penetrate into the Muslim
Society posing as Muslims ; they . propagate their
views in the name of Is ; start controversies
everywhere, carry on proselytizing propagauda in an
aggressive manner and continuously strive to swell
theft numbers at the expense of the Muslim Society.
They have thus become a permanent disintegrating
force among the Muslims. How can it, therefore, be
possible to .sbovi- the game kind of toleration towards
theme a is shown towards other passive sects ?

The problem of those sects is, after all, rather a
theological problem, i.e., whether or not to include
them in the pa!e of Islam in view of their specific
creeds. Even if it ,is decided that they are outside
the pale of Islam., their •sorvival as a passive
eleruent of the Muslim Society cannot do any harm
to the Niue -Inns religiously, economically or politically. On the other hand, the continuous propagation of the Qadiani creed is a. constant menace to
the religion of the millions of ignorant Muslims.
Moreover, it. ha.s created many a social problem for
the Muslim Society. It has separated husbands
from wives ' .fathers from son, and brothers from
brothers. In addition to this, it has developed
acute economic rivalries between the Qadianis arid
the Muslims. The Qadiani community as a separate
group is opposing the usli n iIGovernment.
officers, in the fields of commerce, industry, and
agriculture, etc. This has created problems of
various types besides the social problem.

Political Ambitions of QatMauls
Again the other sects have not shown su ch
political tendencies 1113 might be dangerous for the
a, and may, on this account call for our immediate attention. The Qa.dianis have, on tilt) other
hand, evincied some dangerous political treads which
must receive prompt attentiuri.
From the very beginning of the movement. the
Qadianis have been fully conscious of the fact that
the °mini of a new prophethood can never flourish
in any independent Muslim State. They know it
full well that Muslims naturally deteSt such claims
on account of their disruptive effects ou the solidarity of the 7.e.mmat. They are also aware of th e
treamnwhicsbetdouch
impostors ever since the advent of 'slain. They
know it from tile history of Islam that new prophet ,
hodsavenrblowdtfuishnMlm
tates. They could, tlios, never expect that their
new propbethood would be at low to prosper is
any independent :.fuslim Sudety. They know it
well that their new propliethood could only flourish
under a noa-Muslim Government which, fsit.iject to
an assurance of their loyalty would . gladly allow
them freedom to proffer any cid,icus in the domain
of religion and to Sow seeds of Llisfit; -Ision among the
Muslims. It very noel suits their interest that
IsluslimEa should always remain under the heE!ls of
the non-letuslinis and then. alone would they have a
chance to play their game freely. Obviously the
Muglims alone can fall a prey to them for their
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appeal is in the name of Islam. They, therefore,
want theme to remain under the domination on nonMuslim rule oo that they could freely and fearlessly
exploit the. Muslim iHat: That is why they have
always proclaimed unconditional and unalloyed
loyalty to the nem-Muslim aovernments while an
indepenrivnt and free Muslim State can never be
a 5ouree of pleasure to them{ •
Several statements of Fidirza Ghulam Ahmad
and his followers can be cited in proof of this fact.
A few are given below
In fact., we owe .a. heavy debt of gratitude to
this (British) Government. If we quit (this
realm) even Mecca or Constantiuople would not
give us refuge. How can, then, we -cherish in
our hearts any idea against it"! (3.tuifuzal-iAhirtadict, Vol,
p. )46). .
I can carry on my mission neither in Mecca
nor in, Driedina nor in Turkey nor in Syria nor in
Iran nor in Kabul but only under this Governmerit for virluse prosperity and progress I offer
mad, Tabligh-iprayeri,", (111i9.2a. Chutarn.
Risalcd,
TTI, poi 69).
"Just. ponder ; where .on earth is there a haven
for you if you quit the patronage of this
Government ? You cannot simply think of
even one Government which will take you 'Andel..
itS protection, Every Islamic. State is gnashing
its teeth ror cutting you to pieces because
you are disbelievers and renegades in their
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Bight. You
oul d be grateful for this blessing
of God. You must &early understand that God
has established the British Government in this
country for your good only. If a misfortune
befalls this Government that will exterminate
you Nadianis) also Just try to live under
any other Government and you will realize
what treatment is meted out to you. Lend
your ears to me The British Government is a
divine favour, a blessing of God and a shield
for you. So you should be grateful for this
from the very core of your hearts. The
English are a thousand times better than our
Muslim opponents because they do not believe
that we deserve to be put to death, and they
do not want to dishonour you". (An Important
Ad tics to My Community—by Afirza %Adam
Ahmed- ptiblished in Tatkligh-i-Riseat, Vol. X,
p. 123).
"It is not hidden from those who have read the
history of nations how the Iranian Government
mercilegsly persecuted Mirza U Muhammad
Bab, the founder of the Babi Sect, and his
helpless followers merely on account of religious
differences. This too is not hidden from those
who keep in touch with the current world
events what treatment was meted out to Babaullah, time founder of the Bahia Bahaia Soot
and his exiled followers by the Turkish Government (which calls itself a European State)
from 1EN32 to 1892 fn ConAtantinople., Adrianople
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Arid Acre jails. And these three (presumably
Afghanistan is the third) are considered to be
the greatest (Muslim) States in the world.
The narrow-mindedness and the religions intolerance shown by these three in this civilized
age cannot but convince the Altmat Natian.
that their liberty is linked with the British
Crown......That is why all the true Ahmadis
who believe in Hazrat Mirza Sahib as a man
appointed by God and a holy personality. also
believe—from the core of their hearts and
without any flattery--that the British Government is a Divine blessing and mercy for them.
and
They therefore identify themselves to
(AZ-P 1, September 13,
absolutely with its
1914
The above quotations prove beyond doubt that
bondage to the infidels which, according to us, is
the greatest calamity that can befall a Muslim
nation, is a blessing for this new prophet and his
followers. And the reason for this is not far to
seek, None but. a non-Muslim and foreign Government can permit freely the growth of new prophethoods in Muslim Society and encourage or connive
at such reIigiou.A and 5ovial disserid0118 as are
intended to disintegrate the ,diritlezi. An independent
Muslim State is, so to say, a misfortune for them
for it can never willingly tolerate the destinction of
its own religion and the disintegration of its own
BO eia l tr1.1 ethre
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Plan for a Qadiani State In Pakistan
The most siuister conspiracy is that this tendency
of the Qatliaruls is taking a new turn after the estab.
lisliraent of Pakistan. They are planning to establish
a Qadiani State within the State of Pakistan. Full
one year had not yet passed since the establishment
of Pakistan, when the Qadiani Kha iifa in an address
delivered. at Quetta on July 23, 194$, whichhasbeen
published in AZ-Fad dated AuguEt 13, 1948, gave the
following advice to his followers
"The entire population of BritishBaluchistan.now called Pak Baluchistan—is about five or six
lakh®. Although the population of this Province
is less than that of others, it has an importance
of its own as a ianit has the ffamevalueinaetate
as an individual has in a society. To illustrate
one may refer to the Constitution of America.
In America, every state is represented by an
equal autaber of members in the Senate. irrespective. of its population which may be one
erore or ton orates. In short., although the
population of Pak Baluchistan is only 5-6 lakha
or 11 lakho including the States, it has. its
importance 8115 a unit. It. is difficult to convert
a big population. to Ahroadism but ft iii easy to
convert a sma31 population. If, therefore, the
Community pays full attention to this prograraroe, this province can be converted over to
Ahroadism in a. very short time. Remember ;
our missionary work can never Buoceed unless .
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we have a strong base. A strong base is a
prerequisite for Tabligh. Therefore, you should
first of all try to make your base strong. Have
a base of your own somewhere, Let it be any
where. If we convert the whole of this province
to Ahmadism, we shall be in a position to call al
least one province irse our own. And this can be
done very easily".
This speech is s elfexplanatory. We would like
to a those who plead that the case of the Qadianis
ahem cl be considered on the same footing as that of
other sects ; le there any other sect which h ouch
Does any one of them
designs as the above
consider non-Muslim domination beneficial for its
creed ? Has any one of them a similar design to
build a state of its own within our state ? If there
is none—and most certainly there is none—why
should their case be treated on the same manner as
that of the Qadianis ?
Demand for Separation by Majority
Now let as take the third objection, i.e., the
demand for separation is generally made by those in

a minority. while here it is just the reverse and it is
the majority and not the minority that has come up
with the demand of separafion.,
We would ask those who raise this objection to
cite some verse from any political Bible in support
of their notion that as a rule only the minorities
can put up a demand for separation and the majorities are totally forbidden to do so,

As ft matter of common-sense, demands are
always the creation of ne6essities and are presented
by those who stand in need of them.. The only
thing that should weigh in regard to a demand is
whether it is reasonable or not. In the present ease
the demand of separation has been put forth by the
majority beea.nse it is the majority that is the
sufferer. It has, therefore, put forth the demand
that this de facto minority should be constitutionally
declared to be a distinct minority group. On the
one hand, this minority group enjoys all the privileges which accrue to it by dint 4.)f its virtual
separation from the society, while on the other, it
grabs all the advantages of being a part of the
majority. On the one hand, it. has cut itself off
from the Muslims both religiously and awcially, has
orga.nieed itself into a separate community and
stands as their rival in every walk of life and is
virtually proceeding on the maxim 'Heads I win,
tails you lose'. On the other hand, it penetrates
into the Muslim Society in the garb of Muslims,
swells its numbers by means of subtle propaganda,
causes religirim and social dissensions among Muslims and grabs a good deal more than its due in the
various walks of collective life. It is clear that in
the circumstances, it is the majority which is the
loser. For the minority it is all gain. That is why .
. by the thedmanforspibega_sod
majority and not by the minority.
When all has been said, it would be irxteresting
for the readers to note the contents of the following
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extracts from a statement of it
Bashiruddin
Mahmood, the Head of the Qadiani Vmmat, publi.
ehed about ten months before the establishment of
Pakistan"

I sent word, through a representative of mine

to a highly responsible British Officer, to the
effect that our rights too should be recognised
like those of Parsecs and Christiams. The
officer thereupon said "They 'are minorities,
while you are a religious sect". I said : "Our
separate rights shnuld be recognised just 8,13
theirs have been recognised. For every one
Parsee I would -produce two Ahmadis".
(Al-Pazi dated November 23, 1916).
Thin demand of being recog-nised as a separate
minority like Parbees and Christians was made by
the Head of the Qadianis at a time when there was
an Interim Ministry consisting of the representives
of the Indian National Congress and the MI India
Muslim League.
We have quoted the above just to expose the
colossal ignorance of those who plead against the
liars demand without taking the trouble to study
the facts relevant to, and the implications of
such vital issues. For us it is a matter of little
significance whether the demand came from the
majority or from the minority. What weighs with
u is whether or not the deinand is based int solid
grounds.
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How, under these circumstances, the majority
can be blamed for the stand it has taken on this
issue ? And who can justify the attitude of the
powers that be and . their attempt to meet this
most reasonable demand of the majority by sheer
brute force ? ft is in fact the diity of every sensible
Iran endowed with con -anon-sense to find out why,
after all, a minority, which has at its own initiative
broken .all sorts of social and religious ties with the
majority, has organized itself into a separate
religions and social order, which demanded, not
long ago, separate rights for itself and wanted to
be placed on the 8awe footing as Christians and
Parsces, should now so strongly persist to remain
poIitR..alIy within the fold of the majority. Wily,
after ail, it is trying to evade the logical results of
its own d et de, Arid if it is trying to take advantage
of the majority, how is it that the representatives
of the majority are joining hands with that
minority ?
Truth about the Propagation of Islam by Qadiallis
Now let us take the last objection raised in this
connection. It is said that the Qadianis deserve a
better treatment at the hands of the Muslims for
they have all along been defending and propagating
Islam. That, is a.. grave misunderstanding which is
usually prevalent among the modern educated
section. We would request all such persons to take
the trouble of carefully perusing the following
quotations. from the writings of none else than
IYItrza Ghithim Allmad, the founder of Qaclianimi
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and to ascertain for 'themselves the real state of
affairs regarding the Qadiard propaganda in this
behalf. These quotations in a clear manner expose
the real objective behind all their missionary work
for Islu En. In Tiryag-td-Qapob
printed at
Maktaba-i-Zia-ul-Islam, Qadian (October 28, 1902),
under the caption 'A Humble Petition to the
Governtmentl, Mirza Ghulam Ahroad says :—
"IllinAhe last twenty years, I have been
publishing books in Persian, Arabic, Urdu and
Eng?isb, in which T have been repeatedly and
pagFtionately persuading the M militias to become
sincerely loyal subjects of the Government.
ft is their duty and, if they do not fulfil it
they win be sinning against God. I have .alElo
been insisting upon them to discard absurd
notion.s like those of jihad mud of a blood-thirsty
mehdi which have no hag& in the Qurau.
Even if they are not prepared to give up thee
wrong notions, the least they are in duty
bound to do in thin sphere is that they should
not show ingratit -u de to this benign Government
and should not becorae sinners against God by
committing any act of •disloyalty against it".
(P. 302).
In the same 'Humble Petition', he further
implored the Government in the following wordsz"Now I can confidently submit to my
benign Government that the services that I
have rendered during the twenty long year
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far eurpass those of any other Muslim family
in the whole of British India. It is also
obvious that a pressing and continuous
propagation of the Same ideas for twenty long
years could nut possibly he the result or any
duplicity or sellishmas on my part. It could
only be the work of a man who is sincerely
loyal to 'this Government. I do confess that
I have at. times been entering into controversies
with the followers of other religions and havr i
publishedokagntChris
missionaries. I furthermore confe8s that I did
write some strongiy worded books in reply
to the aggressive literature of the Christian missionaries against Islam, particularly
when Nut Aphan, a hrigian paper from
Ludhiana. published some indecent articles
against the Holy Prophet ....I was alarmed
leSt -these writings should incite the fanatic
e'ement among the Muslims. Under iheise iriim.. tonne I rightly and sincrerely thought that
in order to coo/ down the Wrath of the Muelims
polity toma be to Om a strongly
the b
So I did this to
worded rfply t.c) uudh writings.
appease this wrath and . to avert breach of
peace in the country. 1.9vrote a few strongly
worded books in order to counteraGt Il7e effectia
of the extremely harsh books against Islam.
I did an in response to the voice of my
etinseiencp which categorically dictated that
thi3 was the only way to extinguish the .nre of
ti

glinget of the followers of Islam who were under
the sway of wild passions". (pp. 308, 309.
He elucidates his position further in the
following words :—

.

The motive of all I have done against the
Christian missionaries was to appease tmetfully
the wild element among the Muslims, Thus I
can 81 afely assert that, of all the l'iluslirns, I am
the most loyal to the . British Government.
There are three facwrs which have contributed
to make me a first-rate loyalist, namely (I) the
influence of my late father (2) the munifict; riee
of the British Government and (3) revelations
from God". (pp . 309310).

Loyalty to British Government
In the Appendix to another book, 8hahsclat-211auran, printed at Punjab Press, Sialkot (Rh Edition),
he writes as follows under the caption, cFor the
Immediate Attention of th.e Government'

I have repeatedly declared that,

rding
to my creed, Islam consists of two parts--(1)
obectipnce to God and () obedience to the
Government which has eStal-Aished peace and
given us proteetiilll from the tyranny of the
aggressars, and that is the British Government".
124 ecQ

•

A petition of
Ghularn Ahutad, addressed
to 'His Excellency the Lieutenant Governor', in
Iti$alat, Vol. VII, printed at Fariiq
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Press' gidian (August 192 makes a very interesting
reading. in this petition he has tried to prove
the unalloyed loyalty of his family by referring to
certificates of raorit. awarded to hie father Mirza
Ohulara lidurtaza by the Commissioner. Lahore
Division, the Financial Commissioner, Punjab and
other British officers, for the meritorious services
rendered by him to the .British Government. He
also reiterates the loyal services of the other
members of his family and then goes on to say
"Throughout my life from my early age
up to this day when I am about sixty, I have
kept myself busy in the task of sowing in the
minds of the Muslims the seeds of sincere luve,
good wishes and sympathy for the British
Gove rnment and in trying to Wipe out wrong
notions like Jihad etc., from the minds of the
foolish among the as it is these ideas that
prevent them from establishing an openhearted and sincere link with this government".
(p. 1 0He proceeds further to say
"I have not only made the Muslims of
British India sincerely obedient to the British
Government. I have also writt6n a number of
books in Arabic, Persian and Urdu to apprise
Muslims of other Islamic countries of the
peace, prosperity and freedom under th'e
benevolent protection of the . British Government". (p. 10).
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Then he gives a long list of book which bear
proof of his loyal serrviosa and implores the
Government, saying
Let the Government as
through
inquiry whether or not it is a fa-ct that
thousands of liumilms who dub me as a Kafir
and who deem it their duty to condemn and
persecute roc and my followers who are to be
found in large numbers in the Punjab and
India, One of the reamone behind this attitude
is that, quite •against the sentiments of these
foolish . Muslims, published thousands of
posters to demonstrate heartfelt gratitude to
the Britieh Government and sent (eimilar)
ibofAs to Arabia, Syria,. etc_ My claims are
mot without proof. if the Government so
fillcs, I can produce conclusive proof in.
Support thereof. I say this with all the force
at my command and declare it before the
Government that of all the sects of Muslims
this new sect on the basis of its religious
principlea is the most Joyal and devoted to the
Government and none of its principles
constitutes a clinger for the Government"
4. 13),
Further on he writes
"It i my conviction that ae the number
of my followers increases, the number of tiho
believer6 in Jihad will decrease, because the
Mhdi automatically
holief in me as Mc sih and
leads to the denial of Jihad". (p. 17g.
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Motives Behind Propagation
Leaving aside, for the moment the question
whether this could be the tone, expression and
language of a prophet, we would only ask whether
anybody, after learning from the Mirza hithseif
the aims and objects underlying his defence and
propagation of Islam and the Muslim cause, could
dare say that the Qadianis have rendered any
service in this field. They have throughout
sabotaged the cause of Islam and the Muslims.
If despite all this, doubt still lingers in the mind
of a reader, let him read with open eyes what the
Qadianis themselves confess :
"After a long time, I happened to come
across a hoot in a librarry which had gone out
of print. It was written by an Italian
Engineer s who held a responsible • post in
Afghanistan. He says that Sahibzada Abdul
Latif (Qadiani) was assassinated (in Afghanistan)
because he preached against Jihad,
The
Afghan Government was afraid test this
preaching should extinguish the flame of liberty
burning hi the hearts of the Afghans and lead
to British dominqtion over them..., .This
statement coming as it does from an oh Pin
authentic source conclusively proves that if
Sahibmada Abdul Latif had refrained from
preaching sza iris t Jihad, the Afghan Governruext
would not have felt the necessity of putting
him. to death". (A Friday Sermon b Afirza
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Bashir-zed-Din Mahmood Ahm ad published in
Al-Fad, dated August 6,1935).
"The 'Lome Mi.-iister to the Afghanistan
Government published the following cuminwaique 'Two Kabulis,lla Nur All
shopkeeper and Mulla Abdul lialim Chahar
Aasiani had embraced the Qadiani creed and
were oeoupied in misleading the people from
the right path...Another ease also had been
pen ding against them [or along time and
treacherous letters from foreigners against the
interest8 of the Afghan Governrrkent were
found in their. possession. This shows that
they had sold theipaelvens to the enemies of
Afghanistan". Warded from Avian Afghan in
Ai- 'a da.tezt Mares 3, .
"Although I had gone to Russia for the
propagation of Ahviadism, yet. I served the
interests of the British Government also along
with my preaching, because the interest of the
Ahmadia Sect and • those of the British
Government are closely inter-woven". (Stateronl
of M. a. ad • Amin Qadiani mistionary,
&piember 8, .1922). •
"The whole.. world considers u® to be the

agents of the . 1kitish. That is why arr
explausition was eal!ed from a German Minister,
when he attended..i: the openin g oe remony of
the Ahmadlya Bidditig in Germany, as to why

he had attended the celebration of community
which was the agent of the British". Friday
Sermon by Mina Bculhir-ud-Din Mahrmood
Anal—AI-Fazi, dated l_govember 1,1834.
"We hope that with the. expam5ion of the
British EmpIre the field for the propagation of
Islam for us will also expand and along with
the conversion of the non-Muslims we shall also
be, able to preach among the M.ualims to become ausiiins again". (Comments on "Lo !rid
Harding'a Travels. Iraq" Ai-Ead dakei February
11, 1910).
"As a matter of fact, the British Government is a shield under the protection of
which the Ahmadi sect goes on advisncing
further and further. Just move away from this
shield and you will be pierced by a valley of
poisoned arrows from all directions, Why
shouldn't then we be grateful to this Govern_
malt ? 'Our interests are linked with this
Government to such an extent that its ruin
will be our ruin and its progress our progress.
Wherever the British empire spreads, we
find a field for our mission", (Ai Fad, dated
(etober .19, 1915).
-

The relations of the Ahmadiya Communi+
ty with the Briti8h Government are of a quite
different nature from those of the other eomxnunities. Our circumstances have interwoven
our interests with those of this aciveramenta
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The farther the British rule spreads the more
diances do we get for advancing forward.
And, God forbid, if this Government uffer4
a set-back we too will not escape its oonsequ.ence9.". (A Deda.raition.
July 27, 19r8).
Basic Features of QadianiSin
A full picture of the Qadiani Movement is now
before the reader. To sum up, the following are its
basic features
(1) some fifty years ago, when Muslims were
groaning under the British yolo, one Mirza Ghulam
Ahrnad appeared in the Punjab and put forth the
claim of Prophethood. He contended that henceforward belief in the unity of Allah and the
`Prophethood of Muhammad (peace of God be on
him) were not enough to make one a Muslim. To
be a Muslim one must believe in his (lifirza Ghulam.
Ahmadis) Prophethood also, - Ile insisted that a
person who did notbelieve in his Prophethood was
a Kafir rim& hence outside the pale of Lama, even
if such a person believed irk the unity of God or in
the Prephethood of all the Prophets from, Adam to
Muhammad (peace and blessings be on him), or
in ail the Revealed Books down to-the Holy Quran
and in OP Day of Judgement.
() On the ha8-is of the above he created a. new
criterion of Kvir and iman in the Muslim Society,
and began to orgapi4c those who believed in him
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into a separate Uransat. This naturally plamd them
in the position of an altogether new community
as distinctly separate from the Musliirns as
the Hindus and Christians, because neither the
articles of faith nor worship, nor intermarriages
were left common between them and the MilElliD18.
(3) The founder of this religion appears to have
realised in the very beginning of his adventure that
the Muslim Society would never reconcile itHeIf to
this ditintegration from within. Therefore he,
and hia successors, deliberately adopted the attitude
of unalloyed loyalty and devotion towards the
British masters of the country not only as a policy
but as an article of faith. In view of the stand
they had taken against the Muslims. and Islam,
they rightly understood that their interests were
closely linked with the guprema..ey of the nonMuslims, therefore they genuinely struggled for its
perpetuation, not only in India, but also in the
Muslim world abroad. They tried their best to see
that the independent Muslim countries come under
the British away so that they could find fertile
fields for their new religion.
(4) Thus, with the he/p of foreign rulers, this .
eozumunity succeeded throughout in setting at
naught all the efforts of the Muslims during the
last fifty years to ficorrimunicate if from the
Musdira Society. And the British Government, in
Spite of a full awareness of the fact that this COMplunk differed in each and every respect from
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Muslims and had organised itself against them,
insisted upon their being treated as part and parcel
of the Muslim Community. This attitude of the
foreign rulers proved vary helpful to the Qadianis
while it tremendously banned the Muslims in the
following manlier
(a) In spite of ilk the efforts of the Mona, many
an ignoraut Muslim failed to appreciate the
true intentions Qadianis and remained a victim
to the idea. that Qadianiam was only a tew
school of thought within the fold of Islam and
not an altogether new religion and that
Qadianis too were a sect of Islam and a part
of the Muslim Society. This false impression
made the spread of Qadianism much easier in
the Muslim. Society because the ignorant
Muslims did not realise that the entrance into
the fold of Qadianism meant the renunciation
of Islam and acceptsnoe of an entirely new
religion. It was thus that the Qs.diRnis went on
swellingtheir ranks at the expense of the Muslim
Community, and it was because of this that they
always resented, and still resent the Muslim's
demand that they should be recognized as a
minority, altogether separate from Muslims.
As this wave of disintegration took its birth
and flourished in the Punjab, therefore it was
this part of the country villein was the worst
hit by its repercussion and suffered most in
this respect. This e_xp/ains . also why the
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Muslims of the Punjab are so veherne.intly
against the movement.
(b) Undor the patronage of the British, the Qaclianis posing a- billElin[18, 'grabbed the most of
posts in the Army, Police, Judiciary and other
services from out of the quota allocated for
the Muslims. Whenever the Muslims cried for
their share in the services they were told that
they were receiving their due share, while in
fact, it was the Qadianis who were receiving
most of this share and not the ?4uslirn with
whom they were competing as rivAls in every
sphere of life as an organized opposing force.
Similar was the cas.e in the economic life of the
country—indus•rial, commercial or agricultu- .
ria, etc.
(5) Now after the establishment of Pakistan,
the Qadiani community has fully realized that an
independent MuaIlm Society cannot and will not
tolerate this state of affairs for long. It is, therefore, struggling hard to dig its roots deeper and
stronger in every sphere of national life. On the one
hand all the Qadianis, holding high offices, are. recruiting their co-religionists in every governmental
department and on the other hand they are helping to
make their economic position as strong as possible
so that. Mu8lims in 8pite of possessing an independent state of their own may not be a.blo to do any.
thing that might adversely affect the interests of
Qadianis. At the same time they are also employ-
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kg most of their resources and devoting their hest
attention particularly to Baluchistan in the hope
that they might be able to turn it into a state of
their own.
Unanimous Demand by all Muslim Sects
These are the reasons .which have forced the
Muslims belonging to the various schools of thought.
to come together and to demand unanimously the
expulsion in ci constitutional manner of the Q,adianis from the Muslim Community, for they are like
a can eating up and gradually consuming the
vitals of the Muslim Society. They also demand
the removal of Sir Zafarallah Khan from Foreign
Ministership because he. is the main prop of the
QuAliani mission and is misusing his high position
both in Pakigtark and abroad for the spread of the
Qadiani influence. They further demand that the
Qadianis should be removed from key-posts and
their proportion fixed in services according to their
population.
In the light of these arguments can any one
dare justify the stand of the Qadianig or that of
the powers that be who ogre vainly trying to step
into the shoes of the Qadianie foreign patrons 2.
It is a pity that our intelligentsia too, who ought to
have itself taken up this issue, is still a victim to
the mischievous propaganda of the Qadianis and
takes this demand of the Miliat as the outcome of
a sectarian strife enflamed by the ‘ifullasi, We
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have fully explained the grounds on which this
demand is based and now live would ask those
opposing this demand to come forward with their
arguments and then decide th e joaue in a square
meatier on logical grounds. If they do not do so-and they cannot do so—they would themselves be
guilty of the worst type of emullaism' of which they
accuse others so. much. We would also ask those
who are at the helm of affairs of this Qountry to
give up the policy of flouting popular demands held
so dear by an overwhelming majority of the people.
That alone is the beat and sensible course for them
and for the nation and country.
In the end we deem it. our duty to condemn,
with all the emphasis at our command, the immoral and destructive methods that. were adopted
to push up, and fleoure the acceptance• of, this
demand. But, at the same time, I find no words
strong enough to condemn those who rule the
country in sheer ignoranoe of her problems—exactly
as the foreigners did—and who are dealing wit!) 'a
national problem in such a crude manner that instead of igolving the problem in hand, they are
creating several new problems for the nation and
country.

APPENDIX I
IMPORTANT EXTRACTS FROM THE. FIRST
STATEMENT OF MAULANA SYED ABUL
G

ALA MAUDUDI N THE COURT OF ENQUIRY

The Real Issue and its Background
(I) The schism between the Qadianis and
the Muslims dates back to the beginning of the
twentieth century. Although Mirza Ghulam Ahmed
had been putting forth various claims until the
close of the nineteenth century, and these claims
had caused a wave of general unrest among the
_Muslims, he had not until then made a definite
claim. to be a prophet. In 1902, he declared himself to he a prophet in concrete, clear, and definite
terms. This claim began a perpetual di8pute
between the followers of Mirza Chulam Ahmad and
the majority of Muslimb.
The fundamental caw of this dispute is that
Prophethood is one of the essential articles of faith
in Islam. When a person claims to be a prophet, it
becomes obligatery on every Muslim to make a
choice : to believe in him or to repudiate him.
Those who affirm faith in him automatically come
to form a separate E.Tmineik, and in their view an
those diebelieving in him turn infidels. On the
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other hand, this latter group of people who dia.
believe in him come to form a community distinct
from those professing belief in him. This group of
people look upon those who, according to them,
affirm faith in a false prophet as infidels. This is
the main reason why the cleavage between the
followers of Mirza Ghulam Ahmad and those who
repudiate his claim to prophethood has steadily
widened. The Mirza and his successors in their
writings • and speeches openly and categorically
declared as pagans all those who disbelieved in the
prophethood of the Mina. Similarly, all religious
schools of thought among the
the Ahi-i-Hadie, Hanafis,
the Sunnis and the
Deo-Bandi and Brelvi—unanimously proclaimed
Mina Ghulana Ahmad and his followers as infidels,
(2) This dispute has been growing more and
more intense by the following three reasons
Firstly, the missionary activities of the followers
of this new 'religion' and their constant tendency
to enter into acrimonious arguments and controversy. Because of this, each individual member of
this community has been responsible for creating
an atmosphere of permanent tension in his surroundings,
Seconffly, these missionary activities', debates
and controversies have generally been directed
against the Muslims. Naturally, therefore, it is the
MUBlitilli who hare been provoked.
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Thirdly, the Qadianis pose as members of the
Muslim fraternity and carry on their propagauda
work in the name of Islam. ignorant IMAirnri
therefore, feel no scruples in entering the fold of
the Qadilriis, because they are deceived thifiliing
that by Eo doing they are not renourwing their faith
in Islam. This state of affairs is even more provocative to the Muslims than the proselytising
activities of the Christians or thu followers of other
religions. The activities of the Christian or other
missionaries are comparatively less offensive,
because the aims of their missionaries are unambiguous and the Muslim conve its to their religion
have. a clear understanding that they are leaving
the fold of Islam once and for all
Social Aspect

was only a
(3) In the beginning,
theological dispute, but soon it. developed into an
intricate and bitter social problem. 711:e /Own
issued by the Mirza and his successors which
decreed that the relations between the Abuisdis and
the non-Ahmadis were of thu same order as those
between the Muslims and the Christians or the Jews
became the main cause of social strike among the
Muslim community. In acoorciance with the doctrine of this fatwa i an Ahmadi is forbidden to offer
prayers behind a non-Ahmadi, It is unlawful for

an Ahmadi to ,offer funeral prayers for a nonAhmadi or his child. The Ahmadi is permitted to
take into marriage the daughter of a. non-Ahmar.li,
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but is forbidden to give his own daughter to a nonAhmadi. The Muslims reacted to this fatty by
enforctigsmlaueint.hAlacs
state of socikl boycott thus mule to prevail between
the two communities. The schism caused in the
Muslim Society by this boycott. wa..ei not a temporary
and transitory phEmomen.on ; it marked an evergrowing and ever-widening gulf between the
Ahmadis and tile Muslims. Qactianiam was an
active missionary movement and it was creating
disruptiork among Muslim families by its constant
proselytising activities, Accompanied with its doctrine of social boycott of the non-Ahmadis, wherever
it had a e:ha.nce to creep in--in a, home r family,
village, clan or corrimunity.---the Qadiani movement sowed the seeds of discord and cc:inflict
everpir- here. Irn8gine the bitterness created iii a
society where husbands begin to consider their
wives as forbid&.0 to them arid wives start looking
upon their husbands as men with whom intercourse
is unlawful or at least both husband8 and wives
begin to suspect the sauctity of their relationships,
Think of the misery created in a sZEciety where a
brother refu s es to offer funeral prayers for the child
of a real brother, where the on considers his father
a heretic and the father treats his on as an apostate ; and where matrimonial relations within a
family group or a. eommuuity are severed.
These sores. of olociety have gone from bad to
worse with the increasing pace of Qadiani pro
over the last fifty years. The Punjab has
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been the worst sufferer, for here thousands of
families have been affiictad by the venom of the
ad Tani movement.
Economic Aspect
(4) Soon this conflict between the Muslims and
the Qadianis manifested itself in the economic field
too. Owing to their religious and social friction
with the Muslims and to a large exteat because of
their fanaticism, Qadianis had from the very outset
developed a tendency of flocking to3ether. They
organised themselves and initiated a scheme of
giving precedence to the Qadianie over the nonQadianis and of generally promoting the interests of
one another in every sphere of economic life. This
policy of the Qadianis sharpened even more the
bitter conflict already existing betweeD them and
the Muslimg. The bitterness of this conflict has
been more pronounced in the matter of securing
Government, jobs. The practice of nepotism widely
prevalent among the Qadiani State officials. has
aggravated the matter still further. In this respect
.5 180, the Punjab has been the greatest victim of the
Qadianis, because their sizeable number are residents
of the Punjab and it is in this Province that the
acrimonious dispute has largely existed between the
Muslims and the Qadisnisin the fields of agriculture,
trade, industry, and G-overnment services. It
Should not be forgotten at this point that this strife
between the Muslims and the Qadianis is of the
same nature as in the recent. past drove a wedge
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hetweim the Mu.slims and the Hindus and consequently carried them to the extremes of enmity.

Political Aspect
(5) Political conflict is the natural outgrowth
of religious, social and economic friction between
two communities. However, the causes cif poZitioa!
strife between the Qadianie and the Muslims go
deeper. The Mina and his followers recognised
from the very beginning that the claim to prophethood which they had advanced would create a
dichotomy of Faith and Disbelief in the Muslim
Society. They were also well aware that over a
period of twelve centuries, from the time of Hadrat
Abu Bakr (Allah be pleased with him) down to the
regimes a Qachari and Usmani dynasties, the
Muslim community had effectively crushed all disruptive elements. From the early days of the
movement, therefore, they made loyalty to the
British Government am an article of their faith, and
not .only by word of mouth but also with sincere
conviction they always believed that their security,
development, welfare and success depended entirely
on the merciful protection of a non-Muslim Government. "The Muslims 6110111a for ever remain abject
al gives under the imperial rule of nonauslims. The
Qadianis shouM owe full alligiance to the non.
Muslim rulers and having won their faivour, should
freely proceed with their movement of disrupting
and tearing apart the helpless fraternity of Islam".
This was the brief formula as oonceived by the
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Mirza and which was Iator repeated numerous times
in speeches and writings by the Mirza's sueneseors
and the leading writers and orators of his coinraunity.
The political cleAign of the Qadianiel was initially misunderstood even by the British. The
Qadianis, however, by sustained elforta, convineerl
the Englishmen. the 'potential' of their movement.
The British were quick to grasp the reality and
taking the Qadianis as the most loyal element'
among their Muslim subjects, they used this eom.
munit.y t34 their tool not only in India but also in
other Muslim vountries.
Later, when the communal tr u ggle between
Hindus and the Muslirng in India intensified, the
nationalist leaders of the Congres8 also came to
realise the 'potential' of Ole Qadianis. It was
around the year 1930, that a prominent Hindu
Leader entered into a long debate. with the late
Dr. Iqbai in support of Qadiaakirn. Another
famous ;Hindu leader openly declared
"Froni 4) ur point of view, the Qadianis
are the most, desirable group among the Muslims. Th i i because their prophet is indigenous and their JioJy pIace8 are •situated in
this country". In fact., in consistence with
their peculiar ereed, the political stance adopted by the) Qadianis is viewed by the nonMuslims with anxiety and sadness. It has always been .a common belief among the Muslims
that the only group who can htivorne a tool in

the hands of the enemies of islam to subvert.
the Mu231irn community from within are the
Qadianis. This bend` has been strengthened
by the fact that when Baghdad, Bait al-Muqdas and Constarrtinople fell into the hands of
l3ritish during World War I the only faction
from among the. Muslims who rejoiced at this
event and celebrated the occasion with
minations were the Qadianis. As if this were
not enough, the Qadiami Khalifs made an open
declaration to the effect that 4 our progress depends on the progress of the British Government'. Wherever the British Empire expands,
it will open up new fieRN for our work of
propagation. in view of the above, it, cannot
be S.8surotcl that the st]spiOons of the Muslims
in regard to the Qadianis are unfounded,

Additional Causes of Acrimony
(6) The declaration of the Muslims as infidels,
the practice of their social boycott El rid the economic friction eatised by the Qadianis had engendered bitterness between theta and the Muslims. The
offensive and inflammable writings of Mirza Chuiam
Ahrnad and his followers added to this bitterness.
To illustrate the point, sonat extracts from their
writing are cittd below. The Court can form its
own opinion as to how offensive these writings are
for the majority cll . the M.u.slims
'In an advertisement, entitled fRevooation of
rai error', Hadrat. Masai Man'ud observed that
the following words of the revealed verse. i.e.,
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contain a reference to me. God has called

4,61tthammad, the Apoistle of God'." (AiFiazat Newspaper. Qadian Volume 2, No. 10,
dated July 15, 1915).
"flenee the Shadow y prcipliethood did not
detract from the status of Masih Islauiad (tho
promised Messiah). It rather elevated his
dignity so much so that he stood equal to the
Frog et of GrIod". (Kaiiincala IVA by Sahibzada Batihir Ahmad Qadiani, printed in the
Jc.iurnal Review of Religions, page 1 IS, No. 3,
Volume 14).
"For him (the Holy Prophet) the emblem
of the eclipsed Moon was revealed, and for me
the emblem of both the eclipsed Moon and the
eclipsed Sun was revealed. Would you refute
me, Still of AhMaidi page 71 1 by
Ghtilarn Ahmad Qadiani).
"Muhammad has descended among
again ; His former glory . ha.s been even more
enhanced. lie who would Bee Mthammad,
0 Alma), Should behold Ghnlarn Ahmad..in
Qadiaii". (Verses by the poet. Qazi Muhammad
Zahur-ud-Din Akmal. Qadiani, printed in the
Newspaper Paigharn-i-Stdah Lahore, dated
March 14, 1916),
There jS a world of difference between
me and your Hussain, for I am the recipient of
unfailing support and aid from Providence",
(Nuzfil.i.,111a4M, Mirzi Ghulaza Ahmad. page 96).
me

"
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"I am the slain one of God whereas your
Hussain was the slain one of the enemies. The
difference, therefore. is clear and "ohviom",
uzzi14-Masih, Minor Ghu!am Ahmad, page 81),

"Forget then the memory of Mary's Son ;
Ghularn Ahmad is better titan he". (DJ
Bahl, page 20).
"Jesus excelle,d in nothing except. deception and frrod. It is a pity ihat the ignorant
Christipins believe such a perwin to be divine.
ATId what a pure and noble family he came of
Three of his paternal grandmothers and three
grandmothers on his maternal side were adultereses and prostitutes and from their blood
was born Jesus Christ". (Appendix to Auk In
Atnam, page 7, Nur-161-Qteran., volume 2,
page 12).
"lie who refuses .to follow thee or does
not owe allegiance to thee or remains thy enemy—that person is an enemy of God and his
Prophet and hence shall be CEPA into Heil".
'Main, revelation to Mirza ahulam Ahmad
Tabligh..i.-Risake (Propagation of Divine Ministry), volume 9, page 27.)I
"The entire body of Muslims have rendered allegiance to me and aftirmed their faith. in
any divine ministry. It is only the offspring
of prostitutes and debauches who refuse to
believe in me". (Aina.-Kamaki4—"Itirror of
Virtues", page .547).
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"14e who oppose-B me is a Christiar, a Jew,
a heretic, and a hllish person". (Naz271-1Mali, page 4 ; Tazkira. Page 227 fri•kra Golria, page 31, Talgigh i Riectlat., volume 9,
page 27),
-

-

"Verily our enemies are swines of the wilderness and their women are worse than
bitches". Vajmui Buda, page 10, Dur Samire,
page 294), .
He who refuses to be convinced of our
victory is evidently incIixied to be called a
bastard". (Anwar alilaatn, page 30)L

Inevitable Consequence
(7) Ail thew causes had been at work over
the past half-century, and Qadianizm has become
an issue for the Mu/Aims in the Punjab, which,
though not a big one, yet ws a very bitter issue in
psychological terms. Hundreds of thousands of
people in the cities and the villager were alt enraged. Admittedly, the resentment not yet erupted
intn a major crisis before, but it had constantiy
caused family feuds and local quarrels over the
past thirty or forty years and these disputes were
often taken to civil and criminal courts, Apart
from the upper stratK of the Muslim Society, who
probalAy remained aloof, the common pui li opion among the lower middle class Muslims has al%yap demanded that the Qadianis should be dedared a minority separate and distinct from • the
rest of the Muslims, so that the Qadianis, posing
Muslims, may no longer enjoy the opportunity

of trfating zir subversion
the Muslim Society
from within by their incessant missionary propaganda. Twenty yearig age, the late Dr. 'ghat in
him treatise, Mom and .Ah ntadfm, had ably
presented these sentiments of the Miaslira community and had supported the Muslin] demand with
strong and convincing arguments.
(8) The MusliroS knew that 'there were scant.
hopes of stletICREI in expelling the Qadianis from the
told of Islam, so long as the British domination
continued. It was naturally unreasonable to expect that a foreign nation would go so far as to
take the trouble of understanding sympthetically
and resolving a go vial problem' which has arisen in
the AluBlim community. Besides, the Muslims were
ptrfectiy aware that it was in the interests of the
British to keep the Qaclianis with the pale of Islam,
so that they could use the Qadianis as a tool to
sabotageMuslim interests whenever the opportunity arose. When Pakistan came into being as a
sovc -reign state, the Muslims rightly hoped on the
national Government along with other problems,
would 4-)Ive the Qadiani issue as wen, which had

created permanent didsunsions among the Muslim
community for a period of fifty years and had
divided the nation into two factions who were
mutually hostile and locked in constant struggle
over lelig*touR, social, economic and political differences. These expectations of the Muslims mounted with the paF.sa.ge of time, but later these hopes
waned and dwindled gradually into frustration, unrest and grievances, During my tour through the
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length and bleadth of the Punish in 1950 said 1951,
from the cities, I also toured to the rural areas. I
the entire course of my journey there was hardly a
plane where the people did not ask me question
about Qadianism. I then realised that if the issue
over which the people felt impelled to express such.
strong feelings was not solved, it would soon grow
into a major crisis. •
Provocation caused by the Qadiauis
(9) After the establishment of Pakistan, the
Qadirmis made a series of provocative moves which
addedto the concern already felt by the AlusIitas.
The Muslims felt that the Qadiani problem was
assuming an even more dangerous shape than had
been during the British period. Excluding minor mat*
tern, I move the court to take note of five important points
In the first place, in the course of his address
delivered at Quetta. on July 2.2, 1948, Mirza Bashirnd+din
laid bare his plan of turning Bafinhistan into a Qadia.ni province, go that it could
serve a a base for the subsequent conquest of the
whole of Pakistan. For the full text of this address, I refer to the issue of Al-Fazi, dated I3th
August, 1948. The Mirza did not express this idea
asi only -a passing thought, but later reiterated this
design on several occasions. The fact proves that
this is a permanent scheme on which the ?Cm/Ct.?
mina has been long been contemplating.
In the second place, the Mirza has tine* and
again openly declared his plan, according to which
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the Qadianis should made determined and organic.
ed efforts to penetrate Into the State Services in
oreasing numbers, and having thup taken hold of
the Government machinery, they should wield all
State Power to promote the ends of the Qadiani
community. It would suffice to quote just one
extract from an address by the Qa.diani Spokesman
in illustration of this point

-

"If they (the provincial organizations of the
Qadiani community) set their young men to the
task of earning worldly gains, .they should put.
them in those employments whereby the community can take advantage of their positions,
In fierce competition all young men enter into
a rs ingle department of State. There are several
other departments which can prove useful for
the community in securing its rights and protecting itself from mischief. So long as i the
community does not have it own young men
working in these departments, the community
cannot derive full benefits from them. For
example, among the more important departments of State are th.e Army, the Police Force,
Administrative Services, Railways, Finance.
Accounts, Customs and Engineering. These
are the eight or ten major departments
through which our community can safeguard
and preserve its rights. A large number of our
young men rush into the Armed Forces. As a
result our numnrieal proportion in the Defence
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Forces is comparatively much higher than in
other departments. of State. The state of
affairs is not conducive to our best advantage
LEI regards the maititenanee and protection of
our rights. Other State Services' also await
our participation. You are certainly free to
send your young men into employment., but
why shouldn't they go into such departments,
whereby the community may take advantage
of their Eervice4 ? We should make a plan for
this purpose and act according to it".
(Al-Pazil, January 11 •, 1952)
Thirdly, the Qadiani Vicegerent has always
been trying to provoke and instigate his followerg
aping the "enemy". He has always sought to
foster an aggressive mentality among his people.
As an example, look at the following extract from
one of his address
"Our people are upset by the opposition
offered to them ; our people are annoyed at
the enmity shown to them by others ; our
people are vexed ag to why they are persecuted.
If they slam der us and persecute u24 because
they are our prey, we have no can fie for worry.
We should not feel concerned at all. On the
contrary, we should rejoice that the "Enemy"
knows that if we stir again we ahall overwhelm
the religion of the "Enemy".
(Al.Fazi, July 16, 1949)
It is clear that in the above passage

'our
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People' refers to the Qadianis and the word "Eine.
my" denotes the Muslims., The Mirza rej oices wirer
the 'fact 'that the 14usliws look upon the Qadia ini
movement as a destructive challenge to their religion,. Similar aggressive addresses can be found
iagues of i At-Fa2i dated 5th July, 1950 and
7th May, 1951,
Fourthly, this aggressive stance of the Qadiani
community has poi only been expreved% in warlike
speeches, but it has been given .a concrete and
practical shape. The news of this develoonehi
has caused wide spread unrest .among • the MUslimS,
The establishment in the Army of a *Puri:Ian Battalion'. which is exclugive/y composed of Qadia.ni
personnel, the various arthament factories ownea•and
operated by the Qadianis and the large-scale grants
of Arms Licenses to the members of the Qadiani
community are "Some of the eases in poi-nt., The
Qadianis themselves have widely publicised these
in order to frighten the people.
Fifthly, Mirza Bashir-ud-Din Mahmood and
other inember$ of his oommonity. started isguing
threats to the Muslims from th.e early days of 1952.
The tenor of these threats became more and more
provocative as the days . passed. For example,.
look at their followingitatethents ;
"Victory shall he our you shall be arraigned_ before 'us like criminals, and you shall
meet with the same fate as befell Abu Jellt
and his party on the Day of the Victory of
Mecca". (.41-Pazi, dated 3rd Jan, 1952)
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"no not let the year 1952 go out before
you strike terror to the heart of the Enemy In
order to make him realise that Ahmatlism can
not•be wiped out, and that there is• no choice
open to him except • to fan into the lap of
Ahmadi religion".
(Al Bazi, 16th January, 1952)
-

"Yee t the time has come to avenge the
death of the pious 'name. Niho have been
froni the early days,of the movement at
the instigation of the bloody [imam.
- The debt of blood must be repaid - in full
measure to
1. 'vita UllalL Shah Bukhari.
2. Mu]l& Baclayuni.
3.. Munk T.litisham-131-liaq.
4. Mulla Muhammad Shafi.'.
6. Mulls, Mataudi (the fifth horseman)".
(A( Fazi, 15th july, 1E152)
These are the historical causes which pro-.
gressively aggravated the dispute betwetn the
Muslims and the QadiainiE,
-

APPENDIX 1,1

ULAMA'S AMENDMENTS.
TO
THE BASIC PRINCIPLES REPORT
In Narms,ry
1t153 thirty-three a4teredited Tlama
of the varions schools of thought amongst Mu.slizus
assembled in Karachi to consicThr the B.P.C. Report of Pakistan Constituent Assembly -. Among
other proposals and amendments, they proposed
the following amendments regarding 9adianis
I. In this schedule, the figure 88 in the column
'seats reserved for Muslims' against' Punjab should
be substituted by 87 and. a new column, 'seat& reserved for Qadis...nis% . should be added. In this
new column, figure q' should be inserted against
Punjab.
The following should be added to the notes to
this schedule
(1) "For occupying the seats of Qadianis in Punjab,
Qadianis of other areas in Pakistan should also
be entitled to vote and should be eligible for
election".
(2) "A Qadiani is a person who professes to believe
in Mirza Ghulara Ahinad ofQadian as his reli.
gions le.ader".
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This is a. very important amendment upon
which we insist with all the emphasis at our command,. It is by no manner proper for the constitution-makers of our count ry to be oblivious of the
peculiar conditions obtaining in the country and
the social problems of a peculiar nature confronting
us and to frame a constitution on the basis of their
persona' views. They must not he unaware of h ow .
delicatn'Vmshruatiobecm.n
areas where a considerable number of Qadianis are
living sido by side with Muslims. They should not
behave like our erstwhile rulers who did not care to
take 6ognizance a the Hindu-Muslim problem until
the whole of undivided India had become bloodstained on account of the Hindu-ins] im disturbances.
For -our constitution-makers, belonging to this country as they do, it would be a tragic blunder that
they should refuse to realize the existence :DT a
Qadiani-Muslim problem which needs an urgent
solution until such tinie as they find that it has grown
Into an uncontrolled blaze. What has ildded considerably to the delicacy of the problem is, that
while, on the one hand, Qadianis try to pose themselves as, and mix with Muslims, on the other hand
they stand, not only aloof from but as rivals against
Muslims by virtue of their creed, religions practices
and collective organization and openly dub all the
Muslims as 'afire. The remedy even today nee
in declaring them a minority altogether separate
from the Muslims as had been proposed by the late
Allama twently years back.
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2. Similarly the words 'and Qadianisi should
be added at the end of Section I of the Report of
Minorities Committee.

APPiNDIX III
IQBAL ON OADDLNISM
Extracts from Speeches owl Statements of
Dr. Afultaminad Icrbal
`Any religious society historically arising from
the bosom of Islam, which claims a new prophet_
hoodfor its basis, and declares all Muslims who do
not recognize the truth of its alleged revelation as
kafir8, must, therefore, be regarded by every Muslim
as a serious danger to the solidarity of Islam, This
must necessarily be so; since the integrity of Muslim
Society is secured by the idea of the Finality of
Propliethood alone". (p. 94).
"The intensity of feeling which the Indian
Muslims have manifested in opposition to the
Qadiani movement is, therefore, perfectly intelligible to the student of modem sociology, Average
Muslim who was, the other day, described as .Mullaridden" by a writer in the "civil & Military
Gazette"; is inspired in his opposition to the movement more by his instinct of self-preservation than
by a fuller grasp of the meaning of the Idea of
Finality in his faith. The so-cared "enlightened"
Muslim has seldom made an attempt to understand
the real cultural significance of the idea of Finality
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Of Prophethood in Islam, and a proceso of slow and
imperceptible Westernization has further deprived
him even of the instinct of self-preservation. Some
of thane so-called enlightened Muslims have gone
to the extent of preaching 4 thierarnee l to their brethren-in-Faith. I can easily excuse Sir Herbert
Emerson (Governor of the Punjab) for preaching
toleration to Muslims ; for a modern European who
is born and brought up in entirely a different culture
does not, and perhaps cannot, develop the insight
which makes it possible for one to understand an
issue vital to the very structure of a. community with
an entirely different cultural outlook". (p. 94)
The Government must seriously consider the
present situation and try, if possible, to understand
the mentality of the average Muslim in regard to
this issue which he 'regards as absolutely vital to
the integrity of his community.. After all, if the
integrity of a community is threatened, the only
course open to that community is to defend itself
against the forces of disintegration.
And what are the ways of self-defence ?
Controversial 'writings and refutations of the
claims of the man who is. regarded by the parent
community as a religious adventurer. It is then
fair to preach toleration to the parent community
whose integrity is threateued and to allow the
rebellious group to carry on its propaganda with
impunity, even wh,en the propaganda is highly
abusive

If s group, rebellious from the point of view
of the parent community, happens to be of some.
iipecial service to the Government, the latter are at
liberty to reward their cervioes as best as they
can. Other communities will not. grudge it. But
it is too much to expect that a community shotdd
calmly ignore the forces which tend seriously to
affect its collective life. Collective life is as sensitive
to the danger of dissolution as individual rife.
There is one further point which demands
Government's 'special consideration. The enconr.
sgement in India of religious adventurers on th e
groundfmelibastndomkepl
more and more indifferent to religion and wiil even-

tually completely eliminate the important .factor of
.religion from the life of ludian communities. Tilt;
:Indian mind will then seek some other SUbtii,tiltit for
religion, which is likely to be nothing less than the
form of atheistic materialism. which has appeared in
:Russia". (p. 98).
The ipest couTse.,for the riziers bf India is, ill
my opinions to declare the -Qadianis a - separate
'community. This will be perfect y consistent with
the policy of the Qs.dianis thethselves and the Indian
Muslim will tolerate them just as he tolerates the
other religions". (p. 100).
It islardly necessary to add in this connection
that theological bie.kerings among Muslim sects do
not afrect vital principle's on which all these sects
agree despite levelling charges of heresy against
each other.

A LETTER TO THE "STATESMAV

(The "Statesman" published Dr. lobes skitent on "Qadiatas arid Orthodox MtisUn.i.g." along
with a criticism of it in the firgl leackr. The following
letter toci$ ii relpty arlfires ed to the " Sriatesma.4" , and•
was pubiithed was 10, 19,35)
"I am ;Tery thankful to you for your critical
leader on my statement which was publiblied in
your isne of the 14th May. The question which
you have raised. in your leader is a very important
one, and I am really very glad that you have raised
it I did not raise it in' my. statemeTot because I
felt that, considering the separatist. policy of the
Qadiamis whioh they have consistently • pursued in
religious and social matters ever since the birth of
the idea of building a new community on the foundations of a rival Prophotliood and the intensity of
theMuslim feeling against this move, it was rather
the duty of the Government to take administrative
cognizance of quch a fundamental difference between.
the Qadiarais and the .1111.mlita8 without waiting for
a formal representation on behalf of the Muslim
community of India. I was encouraged in the
feeling by the Government:JR attitude in the matter
of the Sikh community which till 1919 was not ad-.
ministratively regarded as a separate political unit
65
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but which was later treated as such without any
formal representation on the part of the Sikhs, in
spite of the Lahore High Court's finding that the
'Sikhs were Hindus'. .
However, now that you have raised this Lineation I should. like to .o'er . a. few observations on a
matter which I regard as of the highest importance
both from the British and the Muslim points of
view. You want me "to make it perfectly dear
whether, when or where I can tolerate official co.
-gnizance of any one community's religious differ.
'melee. Let me point oat . :
First, that Mani is 'essentially a religious community with perfectly defined boundaries—belief
in the Unity of God, belief its all the Prophets and
belief in the Finality of Muhammad's Prophethood.
The Iast mentioned belief is really the factor which
accurately draws the line of demarcation between
Muslims and non-lithislims and enables one to decide
whether a certain individual or groUp is a part of
community or not. For example, the Brahnios believe in - God, they also regard Muhammad (on whom
be peace) as one of the Prophets of God, yet they
cannot be regarded as part of Islam because they
like the Qadianis, believe in the theory of perpetual
revelation through Prophets and do not believe in
the Finality of Prophothood in Muhammad. No
Islamic sect. as far as I know, has ever ventured
to reject this doctrine. The Bahais in Iran have
openly rejected the Principle of Finality but have
at the same time frankly admitted that they are a
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new community and not Muslims in the technical
sense of the word. According to our belief Islam
as a religion was revealed by Ood, but the ex istence
of islam aaa society of nation depends entirely on
the personality of the Holy Prophet. In my
opinion only two courses are open to the Qadianis,
either frankly to follow the Babais or to reject
their interpretations of the idea of kinalit y in
Islam and to accept the idea with all its
cations. Their. diplomatic interpretations are dictated merely by a desire to remain within the fold of
Islam for obvious political advantages.
Secondly, we must not forget the Qadianie own
policy and. their attitude towards the world of
Islam. The founder of the movement 'described
the parent community as "rotten milk", and his
own followers . as 'fresh milk" warning the latter
against nixing with the former. Further, their
denial of fundamentals, their giving themselves a
new name (Ahmadis) Ei.8 a community, their nonparticipation in the congregational prayers of Islam,
their social boycott of Muslims in the matter of
matrimony, etc. and, above all, their declaration.
that the entire world of Islam is Ka ifir,All these eonstitute an unmiatakattle declaration of separation
by the Qadianis themselves. Indeed, the facts
mentioned above clearly show that they are far
more distant from Islam than Sikhs from Hinduism
for the Sikhs at least intermarry with the Hindus,
even though they do not worship to the Hindu
temples.
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Thirdly, it does not repire any special intelligence to see why the Qadianis, while pursuing Sp
policy of separation in religiou,s and social matters,
are anxious ti remain politically within the fold of
Islam. Apart from the political advantages in the
sphere of Government service which accrue to them
by remaining within the fold of Isiani t it is obvious
that in view of their. present population, which,
according to the last census, is fifty-six thousand
only, they are not entitled even to a single seat in
any legislature of the country 4nd cannot, there
fore, be regarded as a political minority in the
sense in which you seem to be using the expression.
The fact that the Qadiariis have not so far asked
for separation as a distinct political unit shows that.
in their present position they do not 'find themselves entitled to any 'representation is legislative
bodies. The new constitution is. not without pro*
visions for the protecttion of such minorities. To
my mind, it is clear that in the matter of approaching the. Government for .separation the
Qadianle will never take the initiative. The Muslim
community is perfectly justified in demanding their
immediate separation from the parent community
If the Government does not immediately agree to
this demand, the Indian Muslims will . be driven to
the suspicion that the British Gorernment is keeping the new religion in store, as it were, and delaying the separation, because in view of the small
number of its aherents it is, for the present„ incapable of functipning as a fourth community in
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the province which may effectively damage the already marginal -majority of Punjab Muslims in the
local legislature. The Government did not wait fur
a formal representation for separatipa by the Sikhs
in 1919 F Why should they wait for a formal reprseu.tation by the Qadianis 1" (p. 707).
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Reply to Questions raked by
Pandit Jawabar La] Nehru
'I am fnelined to think that my statement on
Qadianism—no more than a mere exposition of u,
religious doctrine on modern lines—has embarrassed
both the Pandit and the egiadianis, perhaps because
both inwardfy resent, for different reason, the prospects of Muslim political and religious solidarity,
particularly in India. It is obvious that the Indian
nationalist whose political idealism has practically
killed his sense for fact, is intolerant of the birth of
a desire for. self-determination in the heart of NorthWest Indian Islam. He thinks, wrongly in my opinion, that the Qnly way to Indian nationalism lies
in a total suppression of the cultural entities of the
country through the interaction of which alone
India can evolve a rich and enduring culture. A
nationalism achieved by such methods can mean
nothing but mutual bitterness and even oppression.
It is equally obvious that the Qadianis t too, feel
nervous by the political awakening of the Indian
Muslims. because they feel that the rise in political
prestige of the Indian Muslims is sure to defeat their
designs to carve out from the Umincth. of the Arabian
Prophet. a new 1. 7m:nza. for the (Indian prophet'. It
is no small surprise to me that my effort to impress
on the Indian.MuslimaA
h e extreme necessity of internal cohesion in the present. critical meat of
their history in India., and my warning them
against the forces of disintegration, maquerading
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ILI reformist movements, should have &fart the
Pandit an occasion to sympathize with such force
...Similarly the Indian
Muslims are right inTegarding the Qadiani movement, which declares the entire world of Islam as
Kafir and a ocially boycotts them, to be fax more
dangeroas to the collective life of Islam in India
than the metaphysics of Spirizoa to the collective
life of the Jews4 The Indian Muslim, I believe,
instinctively realizes the peculiar nature of the
ciroumatances in which be is placed in India and
is naturally much more se nmitive to the forces of
disintegration than the Muslims of any . other eorintry. This instinctive perception of the average
Muslim, in my opinion, is ' at correct and
has, I have no-doubt, a much deeper foundation in
the conscien.rT of Indian Islam, Those who talk of
toleration in a matter like this are extremely careless in using the word gatbleration" which, I fear,
thny do not understs..nd at all. The spirit of toler.
ation may arise frOm very different attitudes of the
mind of man. A Gibbon would say "There is
the toleration of the philosopher to whom all religions are equally. true ; of the historian to whom
all are equally false and of the politician to whom
all are equally useful. There is the toleration of
the man who tolerates other modes of thought and
hOlaviour because he 1:01Er himself grown absolutely
indirferent to all modes of thought and behaviour.
There is the toleration . of the weak man who, on
ELCC!61.111t of sheer weakness, must pocket all kinds of
insults heaped on things or persons that he holds
1i
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dear". It ie obvious that these types - of tolerance
have no ethical value. On , the other hand, they
trarnistakaby reveal the spiritual impoverisb,ment
of the man who practises them. True toleration is
begotten . of iatellectual breadth and spiritual. ex
pansion. It is the toleration of the spiriVaally
powerful an who, while jealous ofthe frontiers of
his own faith, cart tplerate and even appreciate all
forms of faith other
The folly of our preachers of toleration
consists in de8cribing the attittlde of the man who
fig jealous of the boundaries of his own faith as
one of intolerance. They wronglyponsider this attitude as a sign of moral ipferiority. They do not
nclerAand that value of his attitude is essentially
biological, where the members of a group feel, ,
either ;nstincively or on the bieds of rational argu•
meat, that the corporate life of the social organism
to Which they .belong is in danger, their defensive
attitude must. be apprai s ed in reference mainly to a
bioloiical criterion. Every thought or deed in this
connection. roust be judged by the life value that it
may Posse ss. The question' in this ease is not
'whether the attitude of an individual or compmunity towards the man who is declared to be a
her is mrally good or bad, The question is
whether it is life-giving or life destroying .......

APPENDIX IV

VERDICT OF JUDICIARY
Qadianis are Apostatee i.e. outai4it the pale of Islam
On 24th July, 19'26 MauIvi Ilahi Bux, a resident of village Malanad, in the Tahsil of Ahmaidpur 8hargia t Bahawalpur State, -filed a suit, on
behalf of his daughter, GliuTam Maim, against
Abdur Razzaq Qadiani, in the lower Court of
Ahmadpur Shargia. In the caw! it was alleged by
the plaintiff that Abdur Razzaq to whom she was
given in wedlock before her age of puberty, wils no
long (=T her lawful husband since, in consequence of
h4i conversion to-Qadiani faith, he had become renegade from Islam and that apostasy, in accordance with the Law of Shariat, renders a wedlock
null and void.
The defendant stated in reply that the Qaclianis an only a Beet of Musairnans and that, on the
basis' of their articles of faith, they cannot be
declared inBder(ICap-) or apostate Omuta). Hence
then ii no ground for dissolution of marriage.
Thin ease, having pasied through several stages, eame up for heariiig before Munshi MulaammAd
Akbar Khan, BA„ LL. B., District Judge, Bahawalnagar. The earned Judge, after several years'
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full discuPsion, in which renowned scholars and
divines of both the' parties took part, gave hia
verdict on 7th February, 193 which reads aa
follows

Judgement
On behalf of the plaintiff it has been proud
that. Mirza: &a fib (M3rza (htilam] hmad of Qadian)
in a false claimant of proribethood and hence the
defendant who accepts Mirza Sahib as Prophet shall
also be deemed an apostate Therefore the preliminary issues framed by the Munsif of Ahma4pur
Mai-ilia or 4th November, 1926 having bu.en mtab'billed in farotir of the plaintiff, it is hereby declared that the defendanL by reason of his conversiori
to the Qadiani faith his become an apostate and
therefore his marriage stands ilissolvtd since the
date of hi apostaRy.
Even if the articles of the defendant's faith
fLre considered in the light of the foregoing discus.sions the . plaintiff has ,stmcessfully .established
vis-a-vis the allegation of the defendant., that there
shall not arise an fiutaamati' prophet after Muhammad
(peace be on him), Besides this the other articles of faith, which the defendant has ascribed ti
himself may correspond to the general view of
principles in Islamic faith, he shall be deemed to
act on them in the sense and import which Mirzo.
Sahib . bas put upon them. And because this i8 . it
conflict with the one which the Muslim Ummah. as
who has attributed to them he cannot thcrc-
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fore be called a Muslim. And, in both the eases
he is an apostate, And apostate's marriage stands
dissolved by reason of his apostasy. It is, therefore, decreed in favour of the plaintiff that the
plaintiff ceased to be the wife of the defendant
from the date of the defendant's apostasy and
that she will be entitled to the costs incurred in the
case.

Detracts From
MAULANA SPED ABUL *ALA MAUDUDI'S
SECOND STATEMENT
In The Court of Enquiry

Several questions have been raised in this
court about the demands put forth by the Muslims
coneerning the .Q1clianis, i.e., that they should he
declared a separate minority outside the pale of
IsIs..m ; thal) din Qldianis should be removed from
key posts, iu the Government Departments—hut
oorrecit and cornp!ete answers to these questions
have not been furnisbed.
The Nature of Demands concerning the Qadianis

is Political as well as Religious
(A) It has been repeatedly asked whether
these demands are religions or they are political.
The usual answer to this inquiry has been' that
thenedemands are mainly of a religious character.
In point of fact, both the inquiry And its reply are
fallacious. There is no doubt that the diniutfi,
which these demands attempt to resolve started on
religious ground& Nonetheless by its evolutionary
cleielopment in the t'.ourse of 50 years, it is no
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longer merely a religious dispute, but has become
a. social, economic and political issue, Religious or
rnorfai whatever the original basis of a problem
might be as soon as this problem starts generating
complications and tensions in the daily life of the
so ci ty, its solution inevitably calls for eontitu ion 1,
legal or administrative measures. On such occasions. the 'lobate as to the basis of this issue being
moral or issu a being sought to be resolved by po]itical means is totally out of place and irrelevant,
The religious dispute between the Muslin:Ls and the
Qaidianis means that a perrminent, distinct and orgauised community has been formed •within the
body of Muslims, livhose beliefs are fiTudanlentally
opposod to Islam. This community practises social boycott of the Muslims ; it. is arrayed against
the Muslims on the economic front ; it has been
undermining the political cause of the Muslims,
and despite all this, this community, posing as
Muslim, carries on its proselytising activity among
the Muslims and thus continues to add to its numerical strength. This state of affairs engenders
an ever-growing procegg of internal diaintegrq,tion
of the Muslim Society. A further cause fur serious
concern to the Muslims is provided by th.ii absorption of the vastly disproportionate number of the
Qadianis in the State Services and. the ropeated
declaration by the Qadianii of their political intents, notably their design of capturing Baluchistan
and making it a base for the eventual conquest of
the whole of Pakistan. , How cart a. problem like
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this be characterised as only a religious one ? And
what measures other than the constitutional, legal
and administrative ones are open to us to resolve
this problem. ? In united India., the issue between
the Hindus and the Muslims was es° mainly based
on .religion. But, all demands to resolve this issue,
beginning with the demand for separate electorates to that for the division Of the country, were
demands of political nature.
Differences between the Muslims and the Qadianis are
Basic and Fundamental
(B) Questions have been raised in this court
which purport to treat the differences between the
Muslims and the Qadianis as only another sectarian
issue that has become the subject' of recrimination
among the 'Mama' and the Sects. But, all these
questions are based on wrong assumptions, tending to be a confused discussion. The issue
between the Muslims and the Qadianis cannot
be taken as a mere sectarian dispute. There is no
denying the fact that the 'Mama' of one sect have
often acoused the 'Mama' of another sect of heresy
and have sometimes exceeded the permissible
bounds in their faitvwf (declaration of opinions).
This state of affairs is, indeed, regrettable. But,
at the same time, it is also an undeniable fact that
the issues upon which the *Mama' exchanged faiwas
of heresy involved the interpretation of certain
religious doctrines: In view of this, the Muslim
Society did not regard these faiwa8 of heresy eixchanged between the sectarian tUiama as worthy
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of serious notice. The wise and scrupulous 'Mama s
faiwaie. Neverhavelwysdipro.fthe
before has the Muslim Society read:led a consensus
about declaring person or a faction as outside
the pale of Islam. Muslims owing siiegiance to
different sects have often joined in offering prayers.
They have joined the funeral prayers of different
sects. Inter-marriage is common. Examples of
Inter.marriage between the Shias and the Sunnis
multiply to several thousands. Above all, the
Muslinio have always forged a united front in the
face of every important national problem. The
national interest has always remained common to
all sects. They have always shared co mural sen :
timents and political aspirations, In contrast to
this, the Muslims and the Qadi2inis have always had
basic differences, Any one who has but a scant
knowledge of Islam cannot be ignorant of the fact
that Prophethoo-d is a fundamental article of faith
in the religion to Islam and, hence, faith or disbelief in a person's claim. to Prophethood neeesaarily splits the Ummeth into two separate communities:
the Believers and the Disbelievers. It was on the
basis of this fundamental belief that a barrier between the. supporters - of Mirza Ghulain Ahmad's
claim to prophethood and those who rejected this
alairn, Such a barrier had never been raised between any two sects of Muslims in the ilistory of
Islam. The Muslims of all sects unanimously proclaim.e.1 the Qadianis as apostate and the Qadianis,
on their part, declared all those who refuted the
Kirzals claim to prophethood as heretics. The
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jams of the Viama accusing one another of apostasy had not rent asunder the .unity of the Muslim society, but the declaration of the . Qadianis aB
heretic by the
and vac versa divided the
people into two distinct communities. The difference between the two communities ran over every
thing, from worship to the way of living. Their
national interegts and political ambitions became
far apart. Gradually these differences developed
into active hostility and strife against each other.
How can one lose sight of this obvionA dichotomy
between the Muslims and the Qadianis and how can
this division between the two communities be mix.
ed up with sectarian differences among the Muslim
community I Is this justified or even tenable ? In
any ease, even if it is ruled by the court that the
differences between the Qadiailis and the Muslim
.are, only sectarian_ in character, is it likely that the
daily strife raging between the two communities,
from the Bides to the viaages, among thousands of
familie,s and among thousands of individuals in
offices and market centres will cease 7

Demand for Declaring all Dis.senters
a Minority is not Imperative

•

(C) Another point repeatedly raised irk the
court relates to the question whether a similar demand shell be put forth for declaring all those who
adopt an opinion different from the genera' body of
the Muslims with regard to the .- basic issues of
Islam, such as the 4Ahl-i-Qur'an' and the othero as
non- Muslim -minority. This question can be an-

•
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swered . in two ways - firstly, on the basis of religious canon end, secondly, from the practical point
of view- .Ildara allows maximum scope for a direr.
gence of opinion as regards • interpretation,. judgement and deduction. In the exertiso of the
faculties, a grave blander ntay be misleading., nonetheless, it cannot be ruled that a man who commits
a grave blunder in such matters is an apostate
from Islam. On the contrary, whenever the fu.nisiaental belief of Islam are altered and the canons
of Islam do not acimit of such changes, the ruli ng
mustbe}ahowrspniblefoth
changes are outside the pale of Islam, awl this
ruling must be given without any consideration az
to which party is affected. From the pr ac ti cal
point of view, the. answer to the above question
lies in this that heresy eommitted by an individual
or a .n amber of scattered individuals is one thi ng,
but the act of setting up within the Wallin Seelety
of an organised renegade community, constantly
engaged in increasing its numerical strength by
propagation and at loggerheads with the Muslims
in the economic and political spheres, is a totally
different matter. Smitteu for fifty years by the
heresy of this welLorganised eorainuoity, and bearing it no longer, the litaslitus have now put forth
certain demands. Why, then, are the instances of
the individual acts of heresy. being recalled
at this juncture 7 isit not virtually apparent to
the -whole world that the collective attitude of
Mu.slicaA towards the individual acts of apostasy is
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entirely different from the attitude adopted by them
towards a community of hi!Tetir,ls ? After all, when
did the Muslims ever raise the demand for grouping,
all individual heretius inth non-Muslim minorities ?
Causes for the Demand for
Zafrullah Khan's Removal from Office.
(0) The cleina'ad for Sir Zafrultah Khan's removal from office not only originates from the dotrine that no non-1E12911m should hold the °face of
a Minister in an Miami° State, hut is also based on
the fact that it Zafrullah Khan had always misused his official position to promote and strengthen
the Qadiarii movement before the Partition of India
and after the establishment . of Pakistan he has
been even more actively engaged in taking undue
advantage of his position as State Minister to promote the interests of Qadianism. fib official po.
Bition ie. therefore, a permanent clause of complaint
for the 211.1siirns. We are told that but for the
position of Zafrullah Khan in the State Cabinet,
Americawouid not have given Pakistan a, grain of
wheat. I sky if IL is really 5o, the matter becomes eveai more serious, , Thii clearly implies that an
Amorican agent presides over our Foreign Affairs
Department and Our foreign policy has been pawn.
ed for ten lakh tons of grain. tinder this circumstance, we must rather press for the removal of
afrullah Khan from offioe than make the Qadiani
Movement the basis of our demand, in order to
break the shackles of political slavery to AlliOriCA.
My 10 ititement, of cou.rse, is based on the supposition
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that the American Government has clearly or jaipliedly communicated to the Government o f
Pakistan that the delivery of wheat is tied to th e
conditfZarulhKn'styiofce,Ba
it is difficult for me to beliove that any s tatesman
jug hi tointheAmrcaGovntidflsher
prefthindsoagleviuth
goodwill of a nation of severity and a. half million
people- Parthor,, it is truly surprising that any
American statesman would want to Antagonize the
sentiments of the people of Pakistan tow a rds hie
Government rather than winning thanks from them
for the friendly gift of the value of 48 eror e
rupes.
What are the Keyposts ? Arguments for

the Removal of the Qadanis from the Keyposts
(E) The demand for the removal of the Qadianis from the keyposts is not only based on the
doctrine that the appointment of non-Muslims to the
keyposts in an Islamic State' is inadmisEibi e, bu t
this demand is also being wade on the following
grounds (1) In the past, under the patronage of
the British, and in the presont, :due to the indifference and negligence of tho rulers. of Pakistan, this
community has captured posts in Government service whose nqmher is quite out of proportion to its
small population ; (2) Any member of this community who has risen to a keypost has tried every
means in his power to recruit maximum number
of his co-religionists. in the State Services ; (4) The
leader of this communnity, Mirza.

Mahmizocl Ahmad, .has openly urged his followers
that they should try to infiltrate into all Government departments under an organized .plan ; 44)
Such members of this community as hold When. tial position have too often used posts under their
direct authority a a bait for converting the .candidates to the Qadiani religion ; (a) The aspirations
of the Qadianis have risen to such • heights that
they dream of taking the entire machinery of the
Government of Pakistan into their own hands,
Under them circumstances, we have been fore.
(1 to the conclusion that the Qadianis should be remove-d from the kegyposts of the Government. The
word'keypost', in the context of this demand, does.
not bear the same meaniug as it has in the Muslim
doctrine that the app ointment (A non-Muslims to
the keyposta in an Islamic State is inadmissible.
In the contest of our demand, the wore qteypost'
oomprehends all the important posts the power of
which ray be misused by any Qadiani incumbent
in the aforesaid manner. To say the truth, the
conduct of this community has created a -situation
in which every right-minded person would feel the
above demand falls far short of what ki really.
essential. Actua/ly there should have been an auxiliary demand for • excluding the Qadianis from all
Goverment Services for the next ten years, in order
to correct the present state of imbalance. •.

Position tikes by the Qadianis
Statemement
to the Court is Fabricated
• (2) An opinion has been expressed in this Court
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that after the submission of a statement by the
counsel for the President, Anjum.an.i-Ahmadiya,
Rabwab, setting out answers to the seven questions
framed by the. court, the differences between the
Qadianis and the Muilims stand resolved. I have
gone through this statement carefully. It is my
considered opinion that this statement does not
alter the existing position even to the slightest
degree, Despite .this statement, the causes which
lie at the root of dispute and differences and
which have so far embittered the relational between
the two communities are unaffected. In this
statement, the Qadianis have made a clever
attempt to hide their real position behind the
deception of crooked explanations with a two-fold
purpose. Firstly, they have tried to deceive the
court, in that it 8 hail id Willi 'well of them and
return snitalde findings in their favour, Secondly,
this statetnent enables -them to continue their
former course openly and without restraint. Any
one who has some knowledge of their . former
writings and of the practices they have •followed
so. far cannot fail to realize that in this statement
the Qadianie have shifted their stand closer to the
position held by the Lahori Ahmadis. The
di ant do not affect this schange' by explicitly
stating that they are altering their heads and
practices in order to resolve the conflict with the
Muslims. They rather give the impression that
their position has from the beginning invariably
been the same. Tills, nevertheless, i a grave
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mis-statement. It clearly implies that instead of
changing their former standpoint, they are, in
fact, reaffirming it and intend to adhere to it in
the future. However, during the course of this
enquiry, they have adopted temporarily a deceptive
position and their standpoint is bound to change
once the process of enquiry is over. The veil of
their deception will be torn to shreds if we examine
their statement in Aincie detail,
(A) The court had enquired, "What is the
status of the Muslims who refuse to believe in the
alleged propbethood of Mirza Chulain Ahrnaol
In answer
Are they pious and faithful Muslims
to this question, the Qadianis state .1
No person can be cal1ed a non-Isitislim on
the ground of hie disbelief in the prophethood
of the Founder of the Ahmadiya Community".
Having said this, the Qadianis recollect all
their former writings which contradict this
statement. Renee they offer the following
interpretation
"It is possible that someone may Attempt
to create misunderstanding with reference to
our former writings, We wish to mak° it clear
in this regard that the terminology used in
our past writings is exclusively meant for WI.
Common expressions which are current. among
the Muslims have been avoided. Since books
dealing with this point are ,not addressed to
the uun.Ahmadis, but are directed to a certain
section of our community,' e it was not felt
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necessary to keep in mind and tam the
terzainology in vogue among other Muslinas".
The above text makes it abundantly clear that
the Qadianis are reaffirming rather than renouncing
their former writings. And yet they with the
court to believe that the meaning of their former
writings does not, contradict their present statement!
Let us now see oiily two extracts from their past
writingm
• "All Muslims who have not taken the oath
of allegiance to Hadrat Masih Mau'td (the
Prorniaed Modal), irrespective of the faet
that they may not have heard the name of
Hadrat Masih Ma:lend, are lufideIs and outside
the pale of Islam". rAina.i-Sadagra bey Mina
Baithr-ud-_Din Mahmtui, pa 34.
"Any one who believes in Moses but
refutes Muhammad or believes in Muhammad
but refutes Masih Mau‘ud (the Promised
MeRsiah) is not only a heretic but a eoufirnied
infidel and outside the pale of Islam".
Edinza-tia-Fazal by Sohdbzada
Mr2a Bash ir.
p. 110.
It fix manifestly clear that in both these texts
Muslims have been declared heretics, confirmed
infidels and outside the pale of Taiam only because
they do not owe allegiance Mirza. Ghularn
Ahmad, Would any one believe that these three
terms formed part of the exPlusive language of
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the Qadianla and that their meaning was 'different
from that current among MugUrns IF What au ugly
attempt it is to explain away these _wrItinga by
offering the plea that these writings were direetecl.
to a certain section (i.e., Lahori Ahmadid) of the
Ahmadiya Community I After all, is it a secret
for any one that the point on which the Lahori
Qadiani -dispute has been banned for the last 36
years was no other than that the Qadianis regarded
all those Muslims who refuted the prophethood of
Mirza Ghutam Ahmad as infidels and outside the
pale of Islam, whereas the Lahori Ahmadie contradict this belief, If the two opposing factions did
not mean by 'infidel' and ‘outside the pale of Islam'
that which is comniordy understood by the Muslims,
what, then, were the grounds of the dispute ? .
(B) In its second question, the court demanded
to know : "Is the person who disbelieves in the
prophethood of Mirza Ghulani Ahmad an infidel ?"
The counsel for the President, Aniuman.i-Ahmadiya,
labor, furnishes the following answer to this
queotioil
"The word 'Kafir' in the Arabia language
moan 'the disbeliever': Hence, any one who
disbelieves wilt be mined a 'ICAO? in the Arabic
speech. It is evIdent that as tong as a person
continues to disbelieve in a certain thing, he
shall be considered a 4Kaftr' (in6cleir.
In this statement, an impression has been given
to the court that those who refute the prophothood
of Mirza Ghulara Ahmad are called 'Kafirs.' in the
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literal sense of the word and that they do not use
this word in Its • technical sense, as it is used in
Islam. But this is a vivid deception. The two
extracts from the writings of Mina Bashir-ud.Din
Mahmood and Sahibzada Bashir Alkmad cited
above interpret the word 'Kafir' as 'one who is
outside the pale of Islam'. The word has been
farther explained in the following texts written by
Mdrza Bashir-nd-Din Mahmood 'and Bahibzada
ai it Ahroad
"It is obligatory on us to look upon the
ikon-Ahmadis as non-M.usiims and hence we
should not say prayers behind them. In our
eyes they Are the deDiers of a prophet".
(Anwar-i-Khdafa(. page 90).
"Now when. it is quite clear that no

person can attain salvation and divine
forgiveness without having faith in the mission
of the 'Masib Mau'ud, (the Promised Messiah),
why do they make futile attempts to prove
that the non-Ahmadis are &so Muslims ?"
(Edina ha raid, page 148).
-

-

In the face of such writings, how can one he
expected to believe that the Qadianis call the
deniers of the Mirza'B prophethood diCafirs' in the
literal sense of 'non-believers' ' The following
statement contains an even greater deception
"In our view disbelief in the mission o f a
divinely appointed prophet after Mohammad
(peace be upon him) doe., not mean that these
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nert-believers in God andAG...8.8mm ar8
outca.gts from the fraternity of Maantmad
or
that they have been expelled from the Muslim

Society".
The italicised words in this extract have beencleverly used, indeedI They do not deny that
Muslims are outaide the pale of Islam ; the words
merely affirm that Muslim belong to the fraternity
of Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah be
"poll him). Obviously enough, a man who affirms
faith in Muhataidtc1 (peace and bleaainga of Allah
upon him),.but denies the prophethood.of Mina
(Thulam AhMad, cannot be regarded to an outcast
from the 'Fraternity of Muhammad'. It is the
same as saying that a man who believes in the
prophethood of 'ha but denies Moses win remain
a follower of riga, and a mail who affirms faith in
the Prophetic Mission of Moses but deniea
will yet be counted among the adherents of Moses,
Nevertheless, none of the above persons will be
regarded as a member of the Community of Islam.
Similarly, the Qadianis do regard the deniers of
the prophetic claim of Mira Ghulam Ahmad as
members of the fraternity of Muhatnmad, ror such
people do not disbelieve in the Prophetic Mission
of Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah be
upon him) ; but they look upon all persons who
deny the prophethood of Mirza GhuIazt Abroad as
being outside the pale (If Islam, on the ground
that disbelief even in one of the MosscJigers of God
renders a man liable to expulsion from Islam, and,
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in the Qadianiss view, Mira Gb.ularn Minna is
divinely appointed Messenger. In the second
sentence they do not state that the non-Ahmadi
Muslims are not outside the pale of Islam ; they
rather condescendingly declare that the non.Ahmadi
Muslims have not been expelled from the 'Muslim
Society'. Clearly, the Qadismis hold no absolute
away. over the Muslim Society and they cannot
pos.sibiy expel any one from it..
(C) The third question framed by the court
was "What 19 the dispensation for such infidels in
the world and the Hereafter ?" The counsel for
the President, Anjuman-i.Ahmadiya, Rabwah, has
submitted the following statement in answer to
this question ;
There is no penalty for this type of infidel
in this world. He enjoys the same rights as
Muslims in an Islamic State. Similarly, in
social matters he shares the same rights with
Muslims, except that in a genuine Islami c
State he is debarred from holding the office of
the Head of State. As regards the dispensation
in the Bereafter, only God knows of it's.
Here •again the court has been supplied with
misleading in
regarding the real position
of theQadianis. The worldly dispensation for the
kind of heresy the Muslims are charged with by
the Qadianis is, in the words of Sahibzada .130.,shir
Ahmad, as falltAre8
"Hadrat Masjh Mau'ud has permitted aa
• lawful ordy such dealings between the Ahmadis
It
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and the Muslims as were declared permissible
by Muhammad (peace and blessings , of Allah
be upon him) between his followers and the
Christians. We were enjoined upon to hold
8eparate congregations for prayers. It was,
declared unlawful for us to give our d_aughters
in marriage tici thera. What else is common
between them and us ? There are two types
of relationship ; .religious and urorldly. The
chief factor in the religions relationship is
joint participation in prayers and matrimony
is .the main link in worldly intercourse. Both
these relationships are forbidden to • us. if
you enquire, "Are we permitted to take their
daughters in marriage ?" I say, • "The
daughters of the Christians ere also permitted
to us". And if you enquire, "Why .do we
greet the non-Ahmadis with the words Peace
be on you' ?", the answer is that on certain
occasions the Prophet Muhammad (peace and
blessings of Allah be upon him) reciprocated
the greetings of even the Jews with 'Peace be
on you' and this fact is confirmed by the
Traditions". (.Korlima-t2d-Fazal, par 169).
Turning to the dispensation that awaits these
infidels in the Hereafter, it is, according to the
'Divine Message Revealed' to Mirza Ghutam Abmad,
as follows
"He who does not follow thee and does
'Wt render allegiance to thee and remains thy

opponent, he is the veritable foe of God and
His Messenger, and -shall be consigned to Hell".
.(Tabligh-i-Riealai, -rot. IX, pale 27).
No one will deny that in the eyes of the
Qadiania the Divine Message revealed to Mina
GhuJam Abroad far outweighs the statement
submitted under the expediency of this enquiry by
Sheikh Baal& Ahtead, advocate, in his capacity
as counsel for the President, Anjuman-i-Ahmadiya,
Rabwah. Moreover, the interpretation of the
Mirza's doctrines as given by one of his leading
followers is in any case snore creditable and
authentic than the explanation offered by the legal
attorney of the Qadianis.
(D) The third question framed by the court
wag a follows : "Did the Mina receive 'divi ne
mesaglikthHoyPrpe(acndblsig
of Allah be upon him) and did he receive them in
the similar manner ?" In answer to this question,
the Qadianis affirm that the Mirza received divine
revelations. Along with this, they state that this
divine revelation was inferior in dignity to that
which was received by the Holy Prophet (peace
and blessings of Allah be upon him). But, this is
not a correct answer to the question framed by
the court. The point which ham been carefully
concealed is that according to the Qadiani belief
the Revelations' transTnitted to Mims Ohulam
Alimati were of a nature similar to that of the
Divine Messages received by the Holy Prophet

(peace and blessings of Allah be upon him). And
with the Qadianis, the status of one who denounces
this belief is the same as that of a person who
refutes the Holy Qur'an. Mirza Ghulam Ahmad
himself has stressed this point in the following
verse F1
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(E) The court had framed the question :
"Does the Ahmadi Religion contain any injunction
against 5 aying funeral prayers for those who deny
the prophethood of Mirza Ghulairn Ahmad r In
anmer to this questioli, the Qadianis admit that
JUntil now it has been the collective. deoision of
the whole Ahmadi community not to say funeral
prayers for a person who does not be
to out
community". Further on in this lataterne ► t
are informed that a written injunc.:tion by Mirza
Ghulam Ahmari hag now been found in which he
says, "There is no ham in saying funeral prayers
for a person who does not refute the propheikolod of
the founder of the. Ahntaiya communiiy and has not

5
Muff rendered itimserf an in fidel". If

we con8ider
the italicized words well, we shall clearly
understand that this does not in the lent inter
their former position. It is obvious that the
Mirza claims himself to be a prophet. A person
can adopt only two attitudes in respect of one who
claims the s tatus of prophethood either to accept
or to refute his claim, as such. There is no third
alternative. Hence a person who refutes Mirza
Ghulattt Ahmad may not be an infidel, but he
cannot escape the charge of infidelity, In this
way, the virtual position of the Qadianis with
regard to saying funeral prayers for the non-Ahroadi
Muslims remains the same ae before. It should be
thoroughly understood that the word 4 Muka.dhdhib'
(one who refutes or gives a lie) is not necessarily
used for a person who literally calla a claimant to
the status of prophethood a liar ; the refutation
of a prophet is also tantamount to giving a lie to
his claim.
(F) The court had framed the question "Is .
marriage between an Ahmadi and a non-Ab madi
lawful ? Is there any injunction against such a.
marriage ?" In answer to this question, . the
counsel for the Ahmadis siates, "Marriage between
an Ahmadi male and a non-Ahmadi female is not
forbidden. However, the marriage of an Ahmadi
female to a non-Ahmadi mate is firmly discouraged".
Further, ."The basis for this prohibition was to
save the Abram& girls from the evil influence of
those who nursed feelings of enmity ..against

.Ahmadism", and proceeding on, it is averred .that,
"If an Ahmadi gives his daughter in marriage
to a non-Ahrandi, the matrimonial tie is not
proclaimed void". This answer does not present
the true picture of the Qadiani position before the
court. The real viewpoint of the Qadianis has
been explained. by Sabibmada ,B4LahirAhmad
Kcilimatul-Fatal, in the worde :
a ilrBiau'ud (the Promised
"Hadrat
Messiah) holds lawful only that kind of
intercourse with non-Ahmadis which the ,Ho'
Prophet (peace and blessings of Allah be upon
him) permitted between Muslims and Christians.
Our prayers were held Elit wate from the
non-Ahmadia. It was declared unlawful to
give our daughters in marriage to the nonAhmadis. We were forbidden to say funeral
prayers 'for them ..... you enquire, "Are
we permitted to take their daughters in
marriage V my answer is, "We are permitted
to take the daughters of the Christians also",
(p. 269).
(G) In his statement, the counsel for the
President, Anjum.an.i-Ahmadiya, Rabwah, has also
endeavoured to convince the court that the conduct
of • the Qadianis inasmuch as they have declared
the. Muslims infidels and have practised segregation
in the matters of worship and social intercom* ie
it different from the conduct of various reformers,
both ancient and modern, who have criticised the
Muslim society and that 0i the 'Mama' who have
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been issuing falwas (verdict of Apostasy. It must
be borne in mind that in principle there is a great
deal of difference between the two... The objective
of critical commentaries or writings upon the
religious or moral state of the Muslin Sudety by
past . or present reformcrs i not to proclaim the
entire body of the Muslims as heretics. Their
purpose is to win over the people to the .general
spirit of Islam. They do not try to impose an
entirely new doctrine. On the other hand. they
urge them to follow the established canons and
tenets of lelam which are universally acknowledged
by the Muslims. Similarly, the verdicts of apostasy
passed by the sectarian 'Mina' against each other
for the most part originated in the belief of one
scholar that the followers of other sects were
alienated from the basic principles of Islam and
vice versa. Never did a scholar ntkake any verdict
of Heresy against any sect on the ground that
that sect had refused to accept a new doctrine
enunciated by him. In contrast with this, the
Qadianis proclaim the non-Ah wadi Muslims as
infidels and practise Segregation frgm them in
worship and social intercourse on the ground that
they do not accept the claim of Mina Ghulam
Ahmad to be a prophet. There is no doubt that
this claim to prophethood is an entirely new
doctrine which is . radically incompatible with the
fundamental belief8 of a Muslim regarding the
concept of prophethood. This difference arising
out of principleo is over and above the virtual
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distinction that no other proclamation of apostasy
nave that of the Qadiaais aping, the non. - Ahmadi
'Muslims liai separated the Qadianirs from the
Brotherhood of Islam in the maters of worship,
ma trim on y, economic interest and political aims
and aspirations and hs..s brought this sect into
direct conflict with the majority of Muslims in
almost all walk' of life.

Aggressive Posture adopted by
the Qadianis is not Incidental
(3) The question has. been raised in this court
that, "Will the demand for proclaiiming the
Qadianis as a separate minority be pressed, if the
Qaprhalals renounce their aggressive posture and
give up their efforts to establish a state within the
State ?" The answer to this. question nog in this ;
Whatever the Qadianie have done tip to now is not
incidental. Their actions have been an inevitable
and natural consequence of their . bid to create a
separate Ummai within the Umm-cd. The natural
tendency of every claim to prophethood is to bring
into being a new and permanent mat and then
to split it apart from MI those who deny the claim.
If this now Umat cute itself off from the other
in a. straight-forward manner, qi.e, peculiar tension
and state of conflict which exist between the
Qadianis and the Muslims, may. be avoided. But,
if the followers of a new prophet wish to live as
an Ummat. within the tirrAmat, • a coatliet between
the two is inevitable. Under this circumstance
the pi•oceas of the religious conflict turning into a

social issue and progressing to become an economic
sad political struggle cannot be denied. Hence
it is futile to offer an opinion on the basis of
hypothetical eappomitions—an (opinion which will
not have validity in the currents of (Jally
The circumstance of the Qeidianis remaining a
part of the Muslim, Society is based on one
condition only auci that is that the QacHanle should
renounce their faith in the propheth.00d of Mina
Ohulani Ahmada If they cannot perform this
repudiation r they should form a separate Ummat
and live apart from the Muslims, acid our constitution and laws must reflect this factual
position.

lietesy, Verdict of Apostasy and
Expulsion from the Fold of Islam
(4) Some basic questions rid sting to Heresy

and Verdict of Apostasy have also been touched
upon in the course of proceedings in this court,
but no Diear and satisfactory answers to theme
have been provided. In this connection, some
points must be clarified and brought to the notice
of the conrt
-

(A) Heresy' and 'Expulsion from the fold of Learn'
are not concurrent terms in all cases and under
every circumstance. Heresy which renders a
man liable to expulsion from the pale of Islam
is (1) Refutation of those fundamental articles
of the Islamic Faith in which belief is made
obligatory or (2) Speech or action which ikt

tantamount to refuting these obligatory
articles of the such as prostration before
an idol, or reviling the name of the Holy
Prophet (peace and b1es8ings of Allah be upon
him) or the wilful contempt of the Holy
Qur'an, or the refusal to carry out any one of
the established commandments of the Lord or
of His Apostle (peace and blessings of All
be upon him), or (3) To make additions to or
suppress or introduce alterations in the
articles of the Faith in such a way as to distort
basically that article of the Faith : for instance,
combining faith in One God with the worship
of idols or to include the name of one who is
not a prophet in the roll of the Prophets or to
believe in the teachings of ki 11 di a man as the
revealed truth from God.
(B) Barring heresy as detailed above, there are
many other sots of apostasy or hypocrisy, or
of moral behaviour and thoughts for which
the word ‘Kufrr (Heresy) has been used in the
Qur'an and the Hadith (the Traditions), or it
has been said that the people who are guilty
of these transgressions are not faithful and
pious or else synonyttis of rejection of Faith
have been used with reference to these people.
For example, omission to perform Haj despite
having means is called 'Heresy' (ltruir) in the
Qur'an. Aenunciation ofNamsaz (Prayer) is
regarded as I Kufri in Had a. The shit kern
from Jihad (Holy War) are adjudged as the
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hy.pocrites by both the Qur'an and the Va.flith.
A person who is guilty of a breath of pro.mise or
misappropriation of a trust is clearly referred
to in the fia lith as 'one who has neither
religion nor faith'. Failing to comprehend
the real import. of these verses of the Qur'an
or of the Traditions, some sects (for example,
the Mutazilab and the KhawariD and some
other indiscreet persons proclaimed any one
who measured up to these observations of God
and the Holy Apostle (peace and blessings of
Allah be upop him) as outside the pale of
Lilam. Neither the context of the Qur'an and
the Nadia reveals that this particular type 'of
Heresy renders a man liable to expulsion from
the pale of Islam nor is there any evidence on
reco rd from the period of the Holy 'Prophet
(p88 ee and blessings of Allah be upon him) or
his Companions (Allah be pleased with them)
to show that persons found guilty of such
types of heresy were expelled from the fold of
Islam. It is because of this reason that
diereet scholars have always differentiated
between this type of Heresy and Hypocrisy
and that Heresy which renders a man liable
to expulsion from the pale of Islam, These
scholars have positively disapproved of
treating the two kinds of Heresies at par. On
certain occasion% if the Reformers of the
Muslim Society have pronounced some persons
possessing heretic traits as infidels, they have
-
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done so to deter such people and call them
back to their duty towards Islam, The
Reformers have never dubbed any one as an
apostate with the purpose of throwing him out
of the fold of Islam.
(C) If by speech or action a man is guilty of
something which is synonymous with clear
infidelity. a verdict of Heresy against him
must be preceded by the following steps (1)
The person concerned should be asked to
explain the real meaning of his action or
speech. (2) A comprehensive review should
be made of all his acts and speeches, so as to
ascertain which meaning of his culpable act
or speech represents the over-all viewpoint
and action of this man. (3) If the act o r
spechoftiman blerigtwo
alternative interpretations, good or bad, good
should he preferred ; save, of course, when
there are sound reasons for preferring the bad
interpretation. There is no doubt that a
large number of the dUlatnal have issued
',Grille's of Heresy at random without observing
the necessary restraints, but these ill. considered
verdicits have never resulted in the virtual
expulsion of the . affected person from the pale
of Islam. Not only did the rival schools of
'Mama' cancel out these proclamations of
heresy with cogent arguments, but also the
public opinion among the Muslims never really
accepted the validity of such proclamations,
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History presents but n few examples of Muslim
consensus on expelling a sect from the . fold of
Islam_ In every ease, the consensus on
expulsion was arrived at only, when an act of
clear infidelity wa committed and it was
found that the situation could admit of no
alternative interpretation a for instance, in
the case of the Nasseerites, who pronounced
that liactrat 'Ali (Allah be pleased with hire)
was God : or in the case of the Yazidi sect,
who believed that a prophet would come after
the Prophet Muhammad (peace and blessings
of Allah be upon him) and on the advent of
this later prophet, the Law of Muhammad
(peace and blessings of Allah he upon him)
would be abrogated ; or in the case of the
Maimottia sect, who refused to believe that
Burch Flauf formed part of the Qur'an. To
these few examples has now been added the
ease of the Qadiani group concerning whom
all the 'Mama.' of Islam and the general body
of the Muslims have arrived at a consensus
that they should be proclaimed Heretics and
that this finding of Heresy against them
in also their expulsion from the pale of
Wm. In the presence of the Qadiani religion,
we cannot live with them as one nation and
still be- Muslims and Believers. If their
'Prophet' is true, we are infidels, If he is an
impostor, they are infidels.
y ond doubt, that accordipg to a
i
(D) It be
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Tradition of the Prophet, if a person pronounces
the other man a an infidel, whereas the man
is not really an apostate., the charge of infidelity
will rebound to the accuser. But, this
certainly does not imply that if a person
pronounces me as an infidel, I should retaliate
by proclaiming him a heretic. This inference
can neither be drawn from the Iladith, nor
could it have been the design of the Holy
Prophet (peace and blessings of Allah be upon
him) to give a handle to the quarrelsome
people to hurl charges of Heresy on each other.
The real import of the Tradition is that a
person should take extra heed in issuing a
verdict of Heresy lest the person charged with
heresy may not, in fact, be an inftclel and God
may punish the impostor instead for spreading
Heresy among people. .

EXTRACTS PROM
Manlane Sye4 Abu! Aga Mandudi's
Third Statement
IN THE COURT O ENQUIRY

(Various stages 'through which the Movement launched by Mina hulam Ahmad passed various claims put forth by the Mirza
during these stages and the impact of these
claims on the Qadiani Beliefs and Conducts).
In the year 1880, Ihrlirza Ghu!ara Ahmad appeared among the Muslims as a preacher and champion
of Islam. Before we describe various beliefs and
ideas propounded BSF the Mirza during the various
periods of his life from .1880 to the year of his
death (26 May, 1908) it is necessary to arrange
these periods in chronological order, so that the
beliefs and ideas relating to one period may be
easily distinguished from those of the other
period.

Chronological Order
In this period, the
(1) From 1880 to 188 —In
it was a preacher of Islam and a. champion of
the Faith who defended the religion of Islam from

IMO
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the attach of the non-Muslims. The Mira insisted
that his beliefs in regard to all matters were the
same as the belids held by the general body of the
Muslims. Although the Muslims were startled even
then by varioue . claims latent in hie writings, yet
the Mirza alwaye. managed to pacify the Muslim
sentiment. by offering various interpretation 8
for Ms claims.
(2) In December, 1888 A. n., he publisibeel an
advertisement inviting people to reader allegiance
tjcphitri. In 1f789. A.D., he •started •recei-ving oaths
of allegiarice. At that tirinti, he claimed liimeelf to
be only a 4 M14addici - i-Vagti (Renovator rif the Ag(:)
and one 'Appointed by God'. He set lip a comparison between himself and Ilefasih (peace he upon
him) on the ground that as Masi') livid in poverty
and humility * so was the Mirza carrying out his
task in a Atate of destitution. In thoRe days, the
Muslims thought of the Mirza in favourable terms.
However, they felt uneasy about the Mimes claim
that he was superior to all the venerable saints of
(Seerat-vi..Sfehdi by ahil za da Bash ir Ahr ad
TiRla
volume I,
Part I, pages 34, 31, 8 ;;
pages 11, 12, 15).
() in 1891, the Mirza pronounced that Alisih
(peace be upon: him) was (1cHcl, and he put forth
his own claim to b the Promised Messiah and tlw
Promised Mehdi. This caused great unrest among
the Muslims. (Seererf-W-Mehdi, page 31 and S9).
In the early part of this period, the Mirza. wrote ;
"For about. twelve years, which is a long period
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of time, I remained completely unware that God
had appointed me the Promised Messiah in the
Burahin, (i.e. Burahin.i-Ahmadiya) with great emphasis. I had adhered to the traditional belief in
the second coming of Christ (peace be upon him).
After the passage of twelve years, the time came for
the truth to be revealed to me. A continous chain of
revelations descended on me proclaiming that I was
the Promised Messial'7. (Ijaz-i-Ahmadi, Appendix
to Narisi.i-Madih, page 7). The Mirza wrote in
another place: 'Although in the Burahin-i-Nrinadiya,
God has named me cIsa and had affirmed that
He and His Apostle (peace aad blessings of Allah be
upon him) had foretold my advent, yet sinoe a group
of Muslims held steadfast to the belief which I ax o
shared with them that Hadrat 'Ise, (peace be upon
him) would descend from heaven, so I did not wish to
contradict the obvious meaning of the Quran and
the Hadith. I gave a different interpretation to thiA
revelation and continued to share the belief held by
the general body of the Muslims and published it in
Burahin-i-Ahmadiya. Subsequently, however, revelations descended on me like a torrent proclaiming that I 1118#13 the Messiah whose advent had been
promised". IlaligaMil-Walti, page 149).
(4) In 1500, some leading disciples of the Mina
starWl_ proclaiming him a prophet in unambiguous
terms. They raised him to that status which,
according to the Hely Qaean, is reserved only for
the Prophets (peace be upon, them). Sometimes.
the 3.4irza, affirmed their statements ; at other times,
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he would interpret these statements by calling him.
self an incomplete prophet, a partial prophet, or a
innovator merely to win over those who showed
some hesitation in reposing their faith in his claim
to prophe.thood. During the Bann period, Manlvi
`Abdul Karim, a leading disciple of the Mirza., delivered a sermon to the Friday 'congregation on 7th
August, 1900. The Blirza himself was present at
that congregation. In the course of his sermon,
MauIvi 'Abdul Karim exhorted the Ahmadis ; "If
you do dot follow the lead of the Masai Maieud
(Promised AUssiah) in all matters and if yon do not
affirm faith in him even u the companions bolieved
in the Holy Prophet (peace and blessings of Allah
be upon him). then you shall stand guilty of discriminating among God's Prophets just as the nonAhmadis de,. At the conclusion of Friday Prayers, the Mirza affirmed the above statement in the
following words : You have given a. faith fol description of my religion". (Kalimat-7.d-FaASahibzada Bashir Alimadi page 167). Yet, in spite of this
affirmation, the Mirza abstained from putting forth
in clear terms his claim to prophethood. According
to Mirza Bashir.ud-Din Mahmood Ahmad r the
Mitzem creel in those days was that"He was partly
superior to Hadrat Masib (peace be upon him) and
that he claimed to be a kind of Prophet in part'
and his prophethood was imperfect". (Ai-Qq•ut
Past, page 24. For a further detailed .clarificaiiou
please refer to . Mun.Icari'n-i-Xhitafat
defrojam. by
jalai-ud-Din Shams, page 19).
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(5) In 1901, the Mirza, openly and unreservedly
claimed himself to be a prophet and a messenger,
He ceased qualifying his 'prodhst.hood' with, exPresisfons like 'incomplete prophothood', 'prophet
in part', or an ‘innov- ator prophet' e•c., in most
of his writings. (Se8rat-d-Mehdi, part I, page 31).
Sharns, in his hook, Mulikarin-i-Khila
fat Kez. Anjant_ explains ; "In some of his writings
before the year 1961, the venerable Hadrat (i.e.,
the Mirza) denied his propbethood -and said that
he was not a prophet but an innovator, But, in his
writings after the . yes,r 1901, he did not call hid
iprophethood in part', nor did he s&yle himself
an tinnov-ator'. Instead, in his writings, he always
referred to himself as a 4 prophet ' in positive
terms". (Page 19) In this same connection, Mirza
Bashir-ud-r)iu Mahmood Abmad fl ta tee ; "He effect.
ed a change in his creed in 1901. The year 1.900
should be regarded as an interim perind, which forms
a boundary line like Earzakh (a barrier) between
the two concepts ...... Hence,. it is certain that the
reference, which date prior to 1901, in whieh he
denied his prophethood. stand abrogated now and
it is wrong to base any arguments on those referenees". (Haqicrae-ui-Nubuwwat, page 121),
(6) tti the year 1904, among other claims, the
Mirza atso claimed himself to be Krishna. (Leoturis
by the 'Kirin delivered at Sialkot, November 2,
1904).
Let us trace through the above perioas
ant statements of the Mirza and the policy adopted
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by hie oommunity with regard to matters of dispute between the Ahmadis and the Tilus!him These
statements and viewpoints of policy are grouped
below under different headings
Irhatm-i-Nubuwwat
(Finality of Prophethood)

1. Basic Concept
() initially, the Mirza believed in tht concept
of the Finality of Prophethood exactly as the
Muslims. do, i.e., the line of prophethood came to
an end in Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah
be -upon him) and that no prophet shall come after
him. Explaining,this,. in several of his works, he
writes
1. "Are yon not aware that the Munifiuent and
High Lord bestowed upon our Holy Prophet (peace
and blepsings of Allah be upon him) the name of
4 Kh5tam-ull- Nablyyin' (the Last of the Prophets)
without any exception, and our Prophet (peace
and blessing of Allah be upon lei m) 03401a-hied it
dearly by the saying. 'No prophet will come after
me', for the benefit o f the sceptics f 11 we permit
the advent of a prophet after our Holy Prophet
(pews and hleasinp of Allah be upon him) as lawful, it is tantamount to regarding as lawful the
opening of the door to the office of prophethood
when once it has been closed by the Command of
God. And this, as is clearly believed by every
MI2811191, is c,ertainly wrong, How can a pcophet
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succeed our Prophet (peace and blessings of Allah
be upon him), when the chain of revelation came to
an end with his death and God Sealed, the line of the
Prophets in him (peace and blessinga of Allah he
be upon him) V
(ffamamatui Bushara i Mirza
Ohniam Ahmad, page 34).
2. The -Holy Prophet (peace and bkssing9 of
Allah be upon him) had repeatedly ID' bserved that
no prophet would come after him. The tradition,
'No prophet win follow me', was so well-established
that nobody ever doubted its authenticity. The
Holy Qur'an, in which every word is absolute and
final, also affirnied in the verse. `•T-[e is the Messenger of Allah and he is the Last of the Prophets?',
that prc.)phethood has ended in our Uoly Prophet
(peace and blessings of Allah be upon him)''. (Kitab
al Barria, Mirza, ahniarn Ahmad, page 181).
3. It is certain. that no person. can attain the
office of prophethoo,-I after our Holy Prophet
(peace and blessings of Allah be upon him)" (izatai-Oham., Mirz Ghularn Ahmad, page 477).
4. The Holy Qur'an does not permit as lawful the advent of any prophet, old or now, after the
Last. of the Prophets (peace and biesblings 0c Allah
be upon hilia). (kaIa-i-Oliarn; page 761),
5. Hence, what a bold audacity, recklessnems
and insolence it is to follow evil notions and wilfully ignore the stark reality presented by the
Qur'an and to accept the idea. of the coming of a
new prophet after the Last of the Prophets (peace
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am) blessings of Allah be upon him) (Ayyarn alS

Mirz& Ghulam. Ahmed, page 146).

6. I believe in all those precepts which form
part of the Muslim creel and in which the Snnni
.secit believes. I e6opt all the tene .0 which are
authenticated beyond_ doubt by tha Qur an and the
Traditions: I regard any one who cila..ims to be a
prophet or a mes8enger after our Master and . 120.9t
of the Prophets, Muhammad (peace and blessings
of Allah be -upon him), as an imposter and an infidel". (Proclamation i$sued by Briirza GhWam
Ahraad, dated October 2, 186/, and reproduced in
Tillgigh-i-Ridaiaz, via. Li, page 2).
7. 'Wore this congregation of the Muslims
presen• in this House of God (Jami' Masjid,
I declare without any reservation that I aro a believer in the Finality of the •Prophethood of the
Last, of the Prophets (peace and blessings of Allah
he upon him), and I regard any one who refutes .
the Finality of Mulaammad's Prophethuod as a
pagan and outside the pale of Islam. (Written
Statement of Mir; a Ghulam Ahmad.which was read
out in Jami' Ivlasjid. Delhi, on October 23, 189t..
reproduced in T iigh.i- isalat vol. II, page 44).
7. Explanations of Earlier Claims
8 In order to set, at rest the suspicions which
some of his writings had aroused in the minds of
Muslims that he claimed to be a prophet. or lie waR
about to lay claim to prophethood, Mirza Chulath
Ahniad offered_ the following explanations :
,
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1. "We also condemn the claimant to prophethood with -curses and we believe
the creed
'There is nolod but Allah and Muhammad is the
Messenger of Allah'. We believe in the Finality of
the Propethood of the 'Holy Prophet (peace and
13/easing' of Allah be upon him). We do not profess to be the recipient of Prophetic Revelations,
We only acknowledge to receive revelations on bo.
half of and under the protection of ale Prophethood of Muhammad (peace and blessings of Mali
be upon him.) and the revelation which is transmitted to the friends of God who are faithful
followers of the Holy Prophet (peace and blessings
of Allah be ijpcin him), I do not lay claim to the
status of Prophethoci.d. I only claim friendship
with God and profEiss to be a Renovator". (Proclamation by Mirza Ghulam Ahmad., Reproduced
in Tabligh-f-Riedat, vol. VI, par E502).
ba humble individual is neither a
2. "Ti
Prophet nor a Messenger, but only an in.ferior servant and follower of the innocent Prophet
Muhammad Mustafa (peace and blessings of Allah
be upon him)".,
(An observation of Mira Ghulain Ahmad, Reproduced in amar al-Miltdi, by Qamar-ud-Din
ilbehmti, page 58)+
8. "It is true that ill the Inspiration revealed
to this person from God, this person has been frequently addressed as Prophet, Messenger and
Envoy. But, these' words have not beep used is
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dieir real Bernie, It is our conviction arid belief
that in the real germ of the word (Prophet', no
new or old Prophet. will come after the Holy
Prophet. (peace and bleusings of Allah. be upon Jain)).
But, it lies in the power of God • address an inspired person 39 a Prophet or a Mossenger in the
int- taphorical sense". (Siraj-i-Mu.n.ir , Mirza Ginilarn
Ahmad Sahib, page 302).

4 "For twenty years, this himilkie person has
conk.antly reti.eived inspirations from God in which
often the word 'Prophet' or 'Messenger' has been
118ed for him. But, the man who infers that this
prophethood or ministry i5 real Urould be • gUilty of
a grievous error - ..... These wordy which laikv
1::iceu used with regard to my person in a metaphorical sense,only create a sehi8m in Islam and
entail cV1] consequences. Hence, the community
ahould avoid the use of these words in common
parlance.", (Lotter addressed by the Mirza to
Afthbar al-Httion„ Qadian, dated August 17, 1899.
Reprndu'ed in Ma-sik Maead and Khalm4,
Pheibrutim at by Kaulvi
Muhammad Ali, M.A.,

page 4) . •
5,

I am not a Prophet, but I am the bearer
or a divine message from God (Innovator) and I am
tho One with whom God holds communion (Inter.
locutorr. (A' a K amalat - - edam b
Mirza
Ahmail, page 383).
6.

"I have certainlylaid no claim to prophet-

hood nor ba.ve I said that I am a Prophet, But,
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these people showed haste and erred in comprehending my ...... ....I have conveyed to
people nothing except what I have written in my
books and that is that I am an Innovator (a boxer
of a mebsage) and God holds communion with me
in the same manner as Re does with •the Inno.
vators".
Hantanzahri BiszAra by 24/irza Ghulopm Ahmad,
Page 96) ,
7. "I am an Innovator, who among the mei.
sengers is both the follower of a Prophet and
an imperfect prophet himself".
(Azala-i-Auharn. by Mirza Ghuiain
589).

S. "In one sense, an Innovator (Muhaddith)
is also a Prophet. Though not a perfect prvphet
he is. nev-erthel!ess, a prophet in part as he enioys
the privilege of holding direct communion with God.
Things that are hidden from ordinary people are
revealed to him, and just as the revelation's transmitted to the Prophets are exempt from interference by the Devil, so are the inspirations reveal.
ed to him".
by Mira
Ahmad,
(Togih-i-Marana
.2909re 18
i

9. "This humble individual has never at any
time claimed to be a Prophet or a Alessenger in the
real sense of the word. It is no heresy to use a
word in its metaphoric sense or to use it in speech.

in its leixioogrraphie oonnotatiob But, I disapprove
even of this teat it ahould cause misunderstanding
among the general body of Muslims",
(Atitjavir-i-Atham, by Mina. Ghulara Ahmad, page 27).
JO. "So, this is only a question of samantics.
In other words, what you call a 'dialogue' or an
°address', by the command of the Almighty, I call
Om same phenomenon, when it occurs frequently,
prophetliood. Everybody has his own terminology
to use".
(7i(4ga Haq;gag-a-Wu/hi by Mirza Ghulam Aliniad.
pap ,. 68).
11. "This humble individual wishes to bring to
the notice of all Muslims that all the exprodi3ivas
Rath al-Islam, Taarzmoi aluBed in niy
Mara m and Azala:4-Auhant, such as 'In one souse
au Innovator is a Prophet' or 'To be an Innovator
is to be a Prophet in part' or 4Muha.dithiat' (Innovation) is a sort of imperfect Prophethood' are not
used in their real sense. Thee have been used in
their literal serme for the sake of limplicity a Otherwise, in no way, do T ;ay ar claim to real Prophet. hood ..... r_LIerefore, I wish to make it clear tit) a ll
Muslim brethren that if they are in sensed over
the words and if those words are shucking to their
hearts, they should consider all We above expressions as amended and regard me only as an
Innovator, heomuae I would not. in any cause schisniatit strifi?! •arnong the ?loluslinis. At every point,
in place of the icwri.i 'Prophet', please sul:b.titut.e.

the word iInnovator' and consider the word Prophet'
as deleted".
(Writtn statement read out at a Public! Meeting,
dated February 3, 1892. Reproduced in Tatiluh-iRisalezt, tol. II, page 95).
3. Various Claims to Prophethood.
(9) Then, the Mirza laid claim to being a
•
Prophet and this. claim was not preented in a
single form, but in many different forms an various
necasi 01213
A. An `ti martin Prophet
I. "Later, the lorda.tions from Cod descended
on me like a torrent. This occurrence dislodged
me from the present creed and the. title of a
Prophet was dethiiteiy conf(rred on me in such a
way that on the one hand I was a Prophet and on
the other a faithful follower of the Prophet,"
(Hogiqiihi? Waki, by Mirza GhLulam Almari s page 149),

B.

A Prophet Without a Mandate'

2, "All prophethoods Faye that which is
authenticated by Muhammad (peace and blessings
of Allah be upon biro) are abolished. No Prophet
beariyig a mandate will come. And none can
become a Prophet without carrying a -mandato,
save the one who is already a faithful follower of
the Prophet (Limmuli.). Hence, on this banis, I am
a faithful' follower as well as' a Piophet".
(T iv jraliyat.i-Ilakin by Mirza Ghtilam . Ahniad,

page 24).
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C. A Prophet Bearing the Ciaonic Law
3. "Try to understand the real nature of
IShariiat' (The Canonic Law). He, who is inspired
by divine revelation, sets up a code of Injunctions
and Prohibitions and gives a law to his followers,
becomes a mandate.bearing Prophet
,My
mandate. contains both Injuncticnb and Prohibitions
if you think thatia mandate ilivariably
contains original commandments, this is a fallacy.
God affirms • ............ ........ .......
e,,
'The teachings of the Qur'an are also contained in
the Torah". .
Arba'in wig. 4
paims 7.83).

by Mirma Chtilam Ahma.d i

D. A Shadow Prophet or Incarnation of Prophet
4. "Even as Real and Permanent ProphethoorIR
are types of Propliethood, so the liadow or
irmrriate Prophethood represents an
type.
The Promised Titeasiah's tatua as a SbadowProphet
dDes not dispossess him of his status as a Prophet ;
it represents merely a type of Prophethoodt..,..„.
The Shadow Prophet enjoys the same privileges
Egi are bestowed upon real and permanent Prophets,
for the substance of Prophethood is one and the
(Kalima1.741-Fas1, pcif„r 118).
same".

E. Incarnation of Muhammad (peace and
blessings of Allah be upon him)
5.

"On the -authority of thy: Qui'anie verse
I am the incarnation of the
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Paine Last Prophet, Twenty yearg ago, Clod
addresed me in Burakin-i-Ahrnadiya au Iirli.thammad
and ,Alitnad and created me an Inearna.tiou of
Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah be upon
•
a hattsf—Clearing a Misunder.
((Eft G'halti
standing by Mirza hutam Ahmad).

F. A Composite .Prophet Embracing All Prophets
-6. "No Prophet came into this workl who Re
name was not given to me. In /1-urahin-i-Ah.nzadiya,
Cod ha.H affirmed me an Adam, Noah, Ibrahim,
Ishaque, Yaignb, Moses, Dawud, 'Tsai, on
of Mary, and Muhammad (peace and blessinga of
Allah be .upon . him). I am the Incarnation of all
these Prophets".
(Tatimmah ilv:rt-wi-Trahi: by Mirza GhnIani

Aim d pdge 84).
G.

Prophethood Ends in the Mirza

In this Limmat, the distinction of being
7.
caned a Prophet was bestowed upon me . alone and
al] others are undeserving of this appellation".
(littcrigat-zef.Wahi by Mirza
prbiel 3P1).

Ghnlam Ahmad,

8: – In no case <2an more than one Prophet be
appointed from amorpg the fol1ower8 of Muhammad
(peacT. rtnil blesuifigs of Allah be upon him). Hence,
the Holy Prophet (peace and blessings of Allah be
upon him) foretolrf the adavent of one PropbeCof •
Gud from among hie followtrn and that Prophet is
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the Promised Messiah. None save . the Promised
Messiah has been addressed as the Prophet. of God
or the Messenger of God, nor did the Holy Prophet
(peace and blessitge of Allah be upon him) prophet/
the coming of any one else. On the either hand,
he refuted the others by saying, iNcl Prophet will
follow mei,' and explained it clearly that 'no
Prophet and no messenger will come after me save
the Promised Messiah'.
(Ta8h1142-14-Azkolz, vol, 9, No. 3, pages 30 32),
-

Different Interpretations of the Finality of
Prophethood. •
(10) In order to provide grounds for their
various ciaims, the Mirza and hiB community gave
numerous interpretations to their idea of the
Finality of Prophethood on different oecasioni4,
which are reproduced below
•

1.

First Interpretation

"if a follower, who receives divine message s
and revelationa and attains to the status of a
Prophet on the basis of his faith in and obedience
to the Holy Prophet (peace and blessings of Allah
be upon him), is honoured with the title of a
Prophet, the seal of prophethood is not thereby
violated, for this ..man is a follower. However, the)
advent of a Prophet who is not a follower is a
violation of the Finality of Propbethood".
(Ch.crsiona-i-Masilki by Mirza
lru7a ui A h In a d
pay'
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2.
The Holy Prippbet (peace and blessings of
Allah be 'upon him) is the "Sbal fj f the Prophets."
in the genge that in the first place, all the
accomplishments of prophethood have been
concentrated in }Jim and secondly, no Messenger
bearing a: new mandate will come, after him nor
will follow any Prophet who is not a foll ower o f
the Prophet (peace and blessings of Allah be upon1
(Chaste to i.
-

atifize by Mirza

firhulatu

A ppendix, pagg 9).

Second Interpretation
3, The Magnificent Lord appointed the Holy
Prophet. (peace and blessings of Allah be upon him)
ais the Seal of the Prophets, in other words, the
Lord bestowed upon him the Seal which was!
denied to the other Prophetic in order to raise him
to the highest order of excellence. It is for this
reason that the Holy Prophet (peace and . lokssings
of Allah be -upon him) is called 'the Seal of the
Prophets'. Adherence to him blessiep one with tile
excellences of Pr:pl:10100d and his spiritu*1
guidance does not carve out a Prophet,
filocricaPtd-Wr7iii by Mirza Chi. larn Ahmad,
p 96)
4. "In respe..-ct of 'the Seal of the Prophets',
lladrat Masih. Mauiud the Promised Nicrsial,)
ol) .c..rverl i 'The Soat of the Prophet& means that no
Prophethood can be authenticated without. hi.,;
seal, When the teal is affixed, the paper become2
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authentic and is considered valid. Similarly, thQ
Prophothood which is Dot authenticated and
con6r-mecl by the Seal of the .ktoly "Prophet (peace
and bleoRings of Allah be upon him) is nn genuine".
(liciifrzni-i-Almadiya. by Muhammad Manzur
Eilaid, part V, page . 290).
Third Interpretation

5. &g.hroligh His Wisdom and Bounty God so
willed that for thirteen centuries after the floly
Prophet (peace and hlesings of Allah be. up , A1 hita),
Prophethood became extinct among bis
that the dignity of his Propbethoncl may be
81.)
established in other words, his Prophethoud may
not be sullied by the advent of successor Prophot 6
if,er m ) . But, then in order to maintain just
the glory of T8lam, certain persons were required
who could be addressed as 'Prophets of Gods after
the Prophet. (peace and blessings of Allah be upon
him) and further God willed to uompitteresenablance
with the series of the prophets of yore (from the
series of Iff4es). So, (.e.ci enjoincd upcm the
Prophet (peak and hlessings of Allah be upon him)
towards the close of his life to utter the term
'Prophet of God' • in reference to the Promised
Messiah".
(Statement of Mirza Ghutain Ahroad, Pui -.31i4hed
in AMo• Huhn, Qadian, dated 7th April, 1901.
Also produced in the pamphlet entitled 'Kliatml-iN•uifituiwat by Falihr-till-Din Multani, par 10).
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Fourth Interpretation .
O. "I am the shadow of Muhammad (peace
and blessings of Allah be upon him). 'Hence ., the
seal of Prophetlkood doei not stadia violated.
Ilifuharnmad i s Prophethood. is contained in
Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah l upon
him) ; in other words, none other than Muhammad
(peace and blessings of Allah be upon him) is the
Prophet. A I am the incarnation of the Prophet
(peace and blessings of Allah be upon him) and all
the excellent traits of Muhammad, including hi5!
Prophethood, have been reflected in the is age of
my SI' a do ; how could I be regarded as a 5 eparato
person claiming pro phethood distinct from the
Prophethood of the Prophet (peace and hle88ing$ of
Allah be upon him)"..
(Ek Grhait; Ka Az 1(i by Mirza. Ghulam Ahma.4),

5. RevellAtion
(11) Aa hi the case of ‘Khatm-i-Nubuirmat'
(`Finality of Prophothood')„ the .Mirzale .position
with regard to 'Revelation' and 'the visitations of
the Archangel Gabiiell has been constantly shifting
through various stages. A survey of Mirza.'s
.changing outlook is given below

Initial Position
(1) To believe in the advent of a new Prophet
after our Holy Prophet (pearci and blessings of
Allah be -upon him) isAantamcrunt to believing in
the doctrine that the door to the office of
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prophethood will open after having been eloged ;
but this is certainly false, as i known to all
Muslims. Row can a Prophet come after our
Holy Prophet (peace and blessings of Allah be upon
him), when the chain of Revel/Aims .was completed
at his death' ?' 2
(Hanuma-ful-Bushra by Mirza hul r Ahmad,
pqffic.. 34).
(2) "Even if it. he supposed for once that the
transmission of divine revelation is open and that
Gabriel will convey but a single sentence from God
to man, it would clearly negate the idea of the
Finality of Prophethood. If the Seal of Finality
is broken and the transmission of divine messages
open8, iI reake2L no difference whether it is a single
enntenee or more thus tranemitted.,.—...After the
demise of the Holy Prophet (peace and blessings
pf Allah be upon him). Gabriel has bet-!..n forbidden
to nonve3.7 Prophetic Revelations for all time to
come".
(Azala-i-Aukam by Mirza Ghulana
hmad,
pagill 410.

() The Hi sly Qur'an does not admit the
advent of any Prophet, old or new, .aft.e.r the Last
of the Prophets, A Prophet receives his knowledge
of Divine Law through the agency of Gabriel, but
the offie,e of Gabriel i now defunct so far aA the
transmission of divine revelations is concerned.
And the advent of a Prophet in the absence of
divine revelations is impGsigible".
(Azalez-i-Avham, page. 70).
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(4) "To be the re el pi en t of Divine Law through
revelations transmitted by Gabriel is a seceasary
now
attribute of the liessenger. And it i
etitalished that the aeries of Prophetic revelations
has been closed till Doomsday".
(Azala-i-Auhatn, pag 614).
(5) lirence how audacious, bold and insolent
it is to pursue evit notions and wilfully neglect the
clear injunctions of the Qur'an and to admit the
advent of a new Prophet after the Lost of the
Prophets and to open the series of Prophetic
revelations when God has closed. it, for he who
holds the dignity of a. Prophet is also the' recipient
or Propheti
ovelation".
(Ayyarn to Birdh, Ghularn Alimad, page 146).
-

-

2. Second Position
(4 ) "We also 'condemn the claimant tA)
Prophethoud with causes and believe in the ereed,
'There is no god but Allah and Muhammad is the
Messenger of Allah'. We believe in the Finality
of Muhammad's Prophethuod (peact anti biesings
of Allah be upon him), and we are convinced that
one who is a. follower of the Holy Prophet (peace
and blessings of Allah be 'upon him) may, under
the shadow of the Propbethoted of Muhammad
(peace and blessings of Allah be upon him),
rather than
receive Revelation by in
'Prophetic revelation'.
halank
Proclamation published by Mim
vide Tabligh-i-Risatat, vol. 6, page 302).
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(7) "Is 'It necessary that one who claims to
receive divine xneasages ahould also lay claim to
Prophetbood r

(Jang-i..ifuggradas by Mirza Ghulam Ahroa&
•

page 0).

(S) "I am not a Prophet, but God has appointed
Me an Innovator and an Interlocutor".
(Aiwa Xarnaca-i-Igiam, by Mirza Gbulam Ahm
pdge 383).

3. Third Position
(9) "What an absurd and erroneous fallacy it
is to believe that the. aeries of divine revelations
has been closLeci. for ever after the Holy Prophet
(peace and blessings of Allah be upon him) and
there is no pouibility that the chain of revelations
will be resumed till Doomsday. Shall we worship
mere legends ? Is such a religion worth the name
in which direct communion with God is extinct ?"
• (Appendix to Burahin-iedliqnatliya, part
Page 1S3. It must be poitited out that pare V of
Burahin-i-Ahmadiya, came out in the year 190E).

(10) Persian Verses
till:r:Lc. 1
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(11) "Just as I beam* in the verses of the
Holy Qu.ean, in tho mime mea$ure, withoUt an

iota of difference. I believe in the truth of the
divine message which has been revealed to me in
a constant chain of signs. I can swear in the
House of God (Bait) that the sacred revelations
received by me have been transmitted by the same
God who conveyed its Divine Word to ljacirat
Moses, lisclrat 'Tea (peace be upon them) and
klaclrat Muhatuivad (peace and blessings of Allah be
upon him)".
irk Ohalli Ka Ayala by Mirza Ghulani Ahmad).
(12) "I believe in the truth of the Divine
Messages revealed to me in the same measure as I
benieve in the Torah, the Bible and the Holy
Qur'an".
(Arba'iti No 4 by Mirza Ofiulana Ahmad,
pa9e 2,5).

(13) Pexsian Sentenpes
I
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Christ (peace be upon him and the Question of his
Reappearance
(12) In respect of JOSUB Christ (peace be upon
him) and his reappearance and thcs Itirzal's own
claim to be the Promised Messiah, the viewpoint
of the Mira has been changing through different
stages. An outline of his varying positi ,ons is given
below

itg
1. First Position
(1) "This huiriblo persDn's claim to be an
incarnation of the Promised Messiah, which some
dire-witterl people have miaunderiEttood as tril
Promised Messiah' is not a novelty which poGpIo
have heard from me only at trio present time
I have certainly not claimed to be Christ, son of
Mary ipea.ce be upon him). The person who
alIege.a that I have made such a ulaim is a
disruptioni.st and a liar, On the . other hand, over
,a period of eleven or eight• years it has been
.constantly published in by behalf that i. am an
In carnation of Christi'.
(AztiTa-ir,-Aultant, by Mirma GhuIam Ahmed,
tge 190).

{2)- "Tt is possible, quite possible, that in some
future age a, Masih should appear who would appear
true to all the apparent meanings of certain words
contained in tbti
(Azttici-i-Atartm by Mirza 6bulara Ahmad,
rag e 199).
(3) "It hn been revealed to this humble
parson that this insigniGeant creature by virtue of
his poverty, harmis ty, reliance upon God, self-denial
and signs and tights represents aii im%ge of Christ 74
earlier e-xistonce on this earth. The nature of this
hura.blis person. lig akin t tic nature of Chrit
(peace be upou
(Runthin-i-Aionadiya by Mirza Ghularn Ahmad,
2.1agt: 499),
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(4) "It hal been rev-ealed to the author that lie
is the Renovator of the Age and hiE4 spiritual
eieerienee inatcbes the spiritual excellencto of
Ciarist, son of Mary (peace: he upon. him) .
(Proclamation by Mirza. rhu I a w Ahrnad, ride
frablz`gli-i-IiisaTat, volume I, pcfg , .75).
(5) "If an objectionisraised that an Inca.rnation
of Christ must be a. Prophet, for Christ (peace be
upon . him) was a Prophet of God, the anower, in
the first place, i that. our Master and Prophet
(peace and bleAsin . p. of Allah be upon him) did not
wit Proph.ethood as a necessary attributij of the
Promised Messiah. It is clearly recorded that the
Promised 'Nfessia..h would be a 31.usiim and would
fr-Zow the Shari'a.t. (the Canonic Law) like. tile other
Muslim s , and he will offer nothing
(Tauzih at-Maram by
Uhularn Alimad,

19),
2. Second Position
(6) "Anil this i 4 1sa. whose advent. was awaited.
hi the rfivealcici tc .xts, the naulem Mary and Chri8t
have been used in reference t. t in c. It wa5 said
of Tne, "Wc will make .tine the Image", and further
it was said, "This
Chri$t, son of Mary, whose
advent, was awaited".. That which the people
ight and thi5i i the (ale who awaited
doubt z
and doubt arises from lack of pereeption",.
(Ki.shic-i-Noah by Mirza Ghulaan Aburaad,
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(7) "In the third part of Bavahin-i-Ahmatiiya,
God'addressed me as Mariaina Then, as is evident
from Burahin-i-Ahrtnz413,1a, I was reared in the
image of Mariam for two years and continued to
grow behind the veil .. +Later, as was done is
the case of Mary, I was filled with the soul of ;164
and I 08,8 made pregnant in a metaphorical way.
At last, after a period of many months (which i8
not of more than ten months' duration), I was
delivered from Mary in the form of 'isa by a divire
message which is contained at the end of Part IV
of Eurairin-i-Ailmadiya. It . is thus that I was
created the son of Mary an.d at the time when
Burahin.i-Ahmadiya, was written, God did not
reveal to me this hidden mystery".
Kishti-i-Noah., page 46).
(8) . "Hence be convinced that he who has
descended is the son of Mary. He, like 'Ise, 801)
of M8bry did not find a learned man, arapiritwil

father in his time who could become an agent fur
his spiritual . birth. So. the Omnipotent Himself
became his guardian and took him to Hid hoBo ilii.
and irotructed kiln and named his servant gthe
Son of Mary'. .........Hence, in a metaphorical way,
this is fin, on of Mary, who Was born without
the agency of a father. Can you prove that he
has any spiritual father 2 Can you furnish a proof
that he is included in any of your four series ?
Ben cc. whr else le he .but the. Son of Mary" ?
(Azata-i-Azihani by
page 6,59).

Nina Chulam Ahtnad,
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(9) "We should know that the word ‘DamasousT,
which. appears in the Tradition of alluslim', or, in
other words, al) it is mentioned k the text of
ahih Muslim', which sazs that . 0150rat Masih
(peape be upon him) - will descend near the white
tower in the eastern part of Damascus', has always
been a puzzle to the research scholarsT....,.„...,Be
it known that Cad has revealed to me the
interpretation of the word 4 Damascus' in this way
in this place r Damascus is the name of a town
larlriere live people who possess traits like those of
Yazicl and follow the perverse habits and thoughts
of Yazid ,,,,, has conveyed to me through
Revelation that since a majority of its residents
possess traits like those of Yazid, this town of
Qadian has some connection with and bears
similarity to Damascus".
(liashia Apia.-i-Andsng, pag 63-74
(10) 641 swear by God Who h ad appoinied me,
and only the accursed ones dispute over the actions
of the Lord, that God has deputed me ail the
Promised Meaeiah". •
(Eic Math: Ka Azaia, Tabligh-i-.Riaalat, vol. JO,
page
•

Tt rriy bn painted out that no LIMA,. h•ir r,rc,

tires re th e ligi rza was
Theire iK hardly- ally tube°

the wcpricl
ivr , r perriti-Icea
,,r
iii nrcialibtaler5t ill the writing op al] clap
IToweLver , •urciy the Mire^ roust have bee-m.
perplemed
. A a TO how he eeuld eatalathilb kim,J r goi. the Prrimisi.d Moseinh irk the
prrtivnce of this clear reformse it tke Tradition. to u will kro wia
15_0-o.
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Qadiani Community Constitutes an Pmmati

(13) The Wilma, himself clearly affirmed the
principle that a Prophet. creates an LUmmat'. He,
then, proceeded. on to call his community an
€Timma.V. A few extracts from his writingA are
given below to arch, l.antis. .te the point
1. "The ptrsciri who claiTris to be a Prophet will
vertaini,y affirm his Faith in the existenve of
God. Furthermore, sucl a MELD will proclaim
that he is the reeipient of Divine Revelation
addition to tills, he will relate to
the people the Word of God which hay been
revealed to him. He will unite hfs followers
into an Trnmat 1 (body of the faithfill) which
believes in him fiA a Prophet and regards his
book asi the revealed Book of God".
Ahmad,
(Aina.Kamalat-i-Nam by Mirza
page 344).
2. "You should comprehend the reel nature of
iSbarilat's Ile who sets out a number of
and Prohibitions through Revelation
Injunati
received by him and establishes a canon for
his 'Uminat' becomes an _Apostle hearing the
Canonic Law (Shariiai), Aly revelations include
both Injunctions and ProhibitionFf
4 by Mirza Ghulara Ahniad,
(Arbagin
pages 7 88),
-

3,

"The former Masa" was limited to being a
Masih. Hence, his ilimrnati was led astray
and the cbairi of Moses came to an end, If I
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were RN.° confined to being a Masib, the end
would not have been dissimi!ar. But, I have
alsio been appointed a Mandi and, in addition,
I am an incarnation of Mu1<lammac.1 (peace and
blessings of Allah be upon him), Heine my
Ihrimat' will be divided into two seats.
''hose • vrbn will E uceumb to the inf1u min of
Christianity shall he obliterated. The other
sect will enter the fold of Mandwiat".
(Statement. by Nirza Gbulain Ahmed, published
in 211 - Fad, dated 'January 26,1916).

Consequences of Wilting the Mirza from the Standpoint of Belief

The viewpoint of the Mirza with regard to the
po5ition of the deniers of his claim lias also been
varying from time to time. In this connection, an
account of different policies adopted by the Mirza
and his Teadilig followers during various stages is
given below

Initial Position
1. g‘This humble person has been deputed by
God to act gra a Muhadclith -fone•who r e news or
reinterprets the law) among thig `l mat' (community of the Faithful). A Muh'addith (Innovator)
ig a Prophet. in one sense, Altlicaigh hi Propb ahood
is not perfect, yet ho is a Prophet in part. It is
obligatory on. a nuthaddith (Innovator), as it i$
obligatory on all Prophets that be 13110111d procIairn
hi3 credentials loudly and the person who denies
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the credentials of the Muhaddith {Innovator) is to
some extent liable to prmishment".
(Thuziii-i-Maram, by Mirza Ghnlam Ahmad,
page 18).
2 '-From the start, it has ben my ereed that
perigQrr earl become an infidel or a Dajjal
(Antichrist) on the grounds of tefuting flier
Norittliele88, he will be the one led astray and
deviated from the right path, and I do not call
him faithless, devoid of religiou faith".
_ (Marginal Note) " tt ghouid be borne in mind
that only such Prophets a bring Shari 'ah (the
Can.oRic Law) and fresh mandate from God are
vested with the privilege of denouncing their
refuters as infidels. With the exception of the
hearer of a. divine mandate, the denier o f all the
Innovators grid the Inspired Ones, however,
exalted a position they may be holding in the
favour of God and in spite of enjoying the privilege
of haling communion with the Almighty, does
riot become a heretic".
(7aryaq-u1-QtrIub by Mirza
lrulaxAhmad,
pap 130).
3. "Every Muslim to . whom my messap haFi
been propagated, and who does not, hold me as the
final arbiter in all matters, nor does he accept me
as the Promised Messiah, nor does he believe in
the divine origin of my revealed maiidate, is liable
to be held accountable. in heaven irrespeetivc of
his being a. Muslim".
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('vhfof-

N war?. by Mirza abulam Ahraa.d,.

page. 4).

4. "The persan who refutes. the Promisc!cl
Messiah or is indifferent to the neeedoity of believing
in him iS absolutely ignorant of the true spirit of
Islam arid the nature of Prophethood end the
purpose of Divine Ministry. Such a person does
not deserve to I-Jf rz.alled a true Muslim and a tru e
obedient , servant of God and His Apostle...
.4Transgressof is the term for thOse who do not
believe in the Promised Measiah and drift away
from his creed".
P

• (I- lujjatullah— Ad dr e55 delivered in Lahore by
lira Ghulam Ahmed. R..eproducod here from
An-Nub.wwwala 1,51ani. by Niaulvi Mutiazrauad AU,
M.A., page 214).
Final Position
The person who does not follow thee awl
5.
does not pledgv allegiance to thee and remains thy
adverary is a denizen of Hell, for he disobeys 1od
and his Apiostio".

by Mirza
h.so a r
(ProolFirnAticpri Ma' yar
G'hulziza Ahmed. dated May, 25, 1900_ Reproduced
here from Kaltmar a 6.1 , by 8al ibzada BaAhir
Ahmad, pagc /29).
6+ ''Now when there is to doubt in the matter
that salvation cannot. be attained without, affirming
in the Promised Messiah, why are needless efforts
he made to establish that' the non-Alunadis are
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musiime. r
(Kaiimat-ta-Feol, page 129).
7, "Whenever klacIrat Mirza has addressed
the non-Alimadis as Muslims, he has done so
because they profess to he. MuAlitt ► si Otherwise.,
the .Brlirza, by an exprespl coniznkaLl of Coil, did not
look upon his deniers as Muslims".

(Kalipol--telFri. 91, page .126).
-

8. (After making a reference to a writing of
the Mir2a, the •elt proceNls as follow -8):
This -writing of 1-jacirat Masiia Mancucl (the
Promised Me_ssiah) provides answers to . several
questions, In the first place, CI-od conveyed to the
Ha it
through inFq:jration that
denier was
- not a MugIim 1 and not only did God reveal this
information, but also commainted the 1-Iacirat
look upon his cleniers as outside tile pale of Ith1111
Set.ondiy, the Ha ira.t ex.peIled 'Abdul Hakim Khan
from the communitv on the ground that he
addressed the non-A.hina.ditL as Muslims. Thirdly,
to hold the view that the deniers of the Promised
'ALe.6siali. an! Muslims i adhering to an absurd
• birlier, Fourthly, ilod's blItssingr is -.withheld from.
the person whvadheres . to the above belief",
(Kcilintat-ul Pad i pap:g /25).
-

9. "Heresy is of two types. Firstly, a person
who refutes Islam and disbelieves in the Divirie
_Ministry , '. the Holy Prophet (peac.r2: and illo.:ssiugs
(if Allah hr. upon him)
Sticondly, for example, a person denivR
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Promised Messiah and in spite of the provision of
proofs denounces him ae an imposter. when
considered closely, both types corm thep single kind.
of He
(Hadigat-td-Wrshir by Mirza Ohulam Ahmed,
page 179).
10. "All those Danslima who have not pledged
including even
allegiance to Hadrat Masih
those who may not have heard his name, avo
infidels and outside the pale of Islam".
( A ina- i-Sada gat
by Mirza. Bashir-ud- Din
Mahraood Ahmail, page 35).
11. ‘tc.:very man who believes in Muses (peace
he upon him), but refutes Christ (peace be upon
him) or a.tknowledges Christ (peace be upc'ci him),
yet cligbelives in Muhammad (p ease and blessings
of Allah be upon, him) 03: believeg in Muhammad
(peace and blessings of Allah be upon him), but
refutes the Promised Ilviessiah, ie nut only a heretic,
but a wnbirrod infidel and is outd3id.e th.E3 pale of
Kalimat-.24-FasI, page 110).
Icy aim
"

.

12. "God sent. Muhammad (peace and blessings
of Allah be upon him) again in
.ian in order to
fulfil His Promise". (Ra4intifit-iti-Fadi page 110).
I *Sop the Promisee; Messiah bimself is the
Prophet of God who hars appeared in the world a
second time to carry out the Propagation of Islam".
IL,

(Kalimat-ta-Faei, page 166),
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14. "Now, the matter Is quite clear. If the
denial of the Holy Prophet (peace and blessings of
Allah be upon, him) entails heresy or infidelity, a
denial of the Promised Messiah must also amount
to heresy. for the Promised Messiah is not other
than the Holy Prophet (peace and blessings of
Allah be upon him) himself ; they are one and the
KaIitnat-id-Fast, page 117).
same'la
15. "The person who takes up a neutral
position with regard to us is in reality our refuter,
and he who does not affirm faith in us and yet
speaks well of us is also our adversary".
(Statement by Mira Ghalam. Ahmed. published,
in the newspaper Badir, dated April 24, 1903.

Reproduced 'from Afuenkarin.i.Kkilafat Ka Anjam
Pagel SP

Consequences of Refuting the Mir za from a
practical point of view.
18. "Subsequently, klacirat Masih Maucnd
clearly enjoined upon us : We should avoid an
contacts with the non-Ahmadis in matters of
bereavement and marriage. Row can we say their
funeral prayecs, when we do not share their grief ?"

(41.704 June.18, 1916).
17. "The.venerable Mina obseryes : It is not
forbidden to take the daughter of a non Ahmadi in
marriage, for it is lawful to marry women from the
people of the Book". di Fade December 16, 1920).
-
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18. "It is n.otided for publie information that
to marry Ahraadi girls to non-Ahmadi men Is
unlawful. Particular care should be taken in thin
regard in fixture".
(Notification by the Secretary. Public Affairs,
Qadian, published in AI-Fazi.. February 14, 1933).
ilk "Hadrat Mirza abstained from saying
funeral prayers for his son (the late Mirza Fazal
Ahmed) on the ground that he was a non-Ahmadi".
(Ai-Fa2at, December 15, 1921).
20. "So, bear in mind, as Clod has revealed to
m.e, it is unlawful 1 definitely unlawful, for you to
say prayers behind a person who charges us with
. apostasy. or one who refutes 17S or one who wavers.
Your leader in prayer should be one of your own
community P
.

(A 'in No. .3 by Mina Ghillam Ahms4),
21. "My belief is that it is unlawful to say
funeral prayers 'for those who pray behind the
non-Ahmadis, for in my view such people are
outside the pale . of Ahmadiyat. Similarly, it is
unlawful to say funeral prayers for those who give

their daughters in marriage to the non- hmeidis
and die without offering repentance for this Elie.
(Letter of Mirza Bashir -alli - Din Mahmood
Ahmed, published in 41,-1azi, April 13, 1926).
22. id I:I /Ont. Mau'ud has permitted only
such dealings with the non-Ahmaclis as were held
lawful with regard to the elvistians by the Holy
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Prophet (peace and blessings of Allah be upon him).
Our prayers were segregatea from the prayers of
the non-Ahmadis. It was forbidden to marry our
daughters to them. We were enjoined upon not to
say their funeral prayers. What else is there that
we QUO share with them There are two types of
reiationship--Religious and Worldly. The principal
link in religious relationship is joint worship and
the chief means of worldly relationship is matrimony,
But, both of these relationships are forbidden to
us. If you ask, dare we at liberty to take the
daughters of the non.Ahmadie 7" my answer is,
'the daughters of the Christians are also permitted
to us'. And if you enquire, 'why do we extend
salaam to tho non-Abanadis' ? the answer is, *it is
established from the Tradition that on certain
occasions the, Holy Prophet (peace and blessings of
Allah be._ upon him) returned even the greetings of
Ka/imam/I-Patio page 159).
the Jewel.
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